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ABSTRACT
In four of his cantatas. Nos. 5, 20, 46, and 77, 
J. S. Bach scored for an instrument, the Tromba da 
tirarsi. which is not mentioned in the musical treatises 
of the time. From an examination of the parts, it is 
obvious that the Tromba da tirarsi was a trumpet equip­
ped with some means of altering the pitch of its basio 
overtone series. Musicologists are generally agreed 
that the Tromba da tirarsi of Baoh*s cantatas was the 
Zugtrompete. or slide trumpet, which was equipped with a 
single slide capable of lowering the overtone series of 
the instrument by three semi-tones. The problem is com­
plicated by the appearance of an instrument whioh Bach 
designated by the term Corno da tirarsi in two cantatas, 
Nos. 67 and 162, and the appearance of notes outside of 
the overtone series in parts marked Tromba or Clarino 
(trumpet), or Como or Como da oaooia (horn).
Chapter I deals with the trumpet in the Baroque 
period, including the less-common forms of the instrument
such as the Jagertrompete (ooiled trumpet) and the 
Zugtrompete (the single-slide trumpet used by tower- 
musicians). Such aspects as range and construction 
are also considered. She use of extra-harmonio trumpet 
tones (tones outside of the overtone series of the nat­
ural trumpet) in musical sources from the Baroque period 
is explored in Chapter II. The forty-seven cantata 
movements which contain parts marked Corno or Como da 
oaooia that include extra-harmonic notes, and which, 
according to Charles Sanford Terry, would have required 
the use of the slide trumpet in performance, are studied 
in Chapter III. Chapter IV deals with the twenty-six 
cantata movements with parts for Tromba or Clarino which 
contain extra-harmonic notes and thus, according to 
Terry, would have required the use of the Zugtrompete. 
The fourteen oantata movements in which Bach specified 
either Tromba da tirarsi or Como da tirarsi are studied 
in Chapter V.
It is shown that the natural horn of Bach's time 
would have been adequate to perform all of the forty- 
seven cantata movements studied in Chapter III. Of the 
twenty-six cantata movements studied in Chapter IV, only 
seventeen would have required the use of the Zugtrompete 
in performance, making a total of thirty-one oantata 
movements in which the Zugtrompete would have been re­
quired, as opposed to the eighty-seven individual move-
xi
ments listed by Terry. It is further shown that when 
Bach marked a part Tromba da tirarsi. it was invariably 
the chorale melody, leading to the conclusion that the 
slide trumpet was primarily used to play the chorale 
melody in a cantata movement, usually in unison with 
the sopranos of the chorus.
xii
INTRODUCTION
The problem of the Tromba da tirarsi is one 
which has troubled musicologists ever since the redis­
covery of the Bach cantatas in the nineteenth century.
The term Tromba da tirarsi was not a common one, and 
even Bach's use of the term in the cantatas seems to 
have been inconsistent. The word tirarsi is a form of 
the Italian verb meaning "to draw out," which indicates 
that the Tromba da tirarsi was a trumpet to be drawn 
out, i.e., a slide trumpet. A slide trumpet did exist 
in Germany in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
but references to such an instrument are spotty at best.
Musicologists now agree, however, that the 
Tromba da tirarsi in Bach's scores was the Zugtrompete. 
or German slide trumpet (see below, Chapter I), which 
was commonly used by town musicians for playing chorale 
melodies. For many years, though, a great deal of con­
fusion existed regarding the true nature of the Tromba 
da tirarsi. and there was even some question as to 
whether it was really a trumpet at all. Moritz Hauptmann, 
in his oritioal commentary to Cantata No. 5, Wo soil ich 
fliehen hin?. in the first volume of Johann Sebastian 
Bach's Werke. states that the Tromba da tirarsi was a
diseant trombonea mistake that was picked up later by 
others and passed on uncritioly.
A concomitant problem to that of the Tromba da 
tirarsi is Bach's use of the term Como da tirarsi in 
certain of his oantatas; for while a true slide trumpet 
did exist in Germany during the Baroque period, no such 
instrument as a slide horn has been discovered. Indeed, 
the aooustioal properties of the horn are such as to 
make the use of a moveable slide for the purpose of 
altering the pitch of notes of the overtone series com­
pletely impossible. A second concomitant problem is that 
Bach also scored parts marked simply Clarino. Tromba. 
Corno. or Corno di caccia. which contain notes outside 
the overtone series, and which earlier writers about 
Baoh and his orchestration, notably Charles Sanford 
Terry, have deemed unplayable on the natural (valveless) 
trumpets and horns of Bach's day without the benefit of 
an adjustable slide.
Thus, while musicologists are in agreement as. to 
the instrument meant by the term Tromba da tirarsi. what 
remains of the controversy is the question of just how 
many of the Great Cantor's cantatas do require a slide 
trumpet for adequate performance of the trumpet parts.
^Moritz Hauptmann, hrsg., Kant at en. Vol. I of 
Johann Sebastian Bach's Werke. hrsg. von der Baoh- 
deseilschaft (Leipzig, Sreitkopf und Hartel, 1851), 
p. xsri.
Terry has listed forty-eight cantatas in which the vise 
of a slide trumpet (Zugtrompete) would have been
necessary beoause of the presence of extra-harmonic
2notes in a trumpet or horn part. In these forty-eight 
cantatas, ninety individual movements are listed as 
requiring a Zugtrompete. Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4, (pages 
4, through 8), show a breakdown by instruments from 
Terry's list.
Obviously, Terry used as a basis for his study 
the premise that the natural trumpet and horn of Baoh's
t
time were restricted to the tones of the overtone 
series, a premise that will be shown to be not entirely 
true. The questionable horn and trumpet parts of these
ioantatas have been studied to determine which parts 
would actually have demanded the use of a slide trumpet, 
and whioh could have been performed on the natural 
instruments of the time. As can be seen in Table. 1 
(page 4)» Terry stated that many parts marked Corno or 
Como di caocia were actually meant to be performed, on 
the Zugtrompete. because they include notes foreign to 
the harmonic series of the natural horn.
No attempt is made in the present study to set 
forth an authoritative history of the slide trumpet from 
the middle ages to the time of Bach; however, an attempt
2Charles Sanford Terry, Bach's Orchestra (Londons 
Oxford University Press, 1932), pp. 19I-W3.
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TABLE 1
OANTATA MOVEMENTS IN WHICH CORNO OR CORNO LI OACCIA 
PARIS APPEAR WHICH, ACCORLltfC? TO TERfî , Wbdli) HAVH 
BEEN PLAYED ON THE ZUGTROMPETE
Oantata No. Movement No. Instrument
3 6 Choral Como
8 1 Coro Como
6 Choral Como
14 1 Got o Como di oaooia5 Choral Como di oaooia
16 1 Coro Como di oaooia
6 Choral Como di oaooia
26 1 Coro Como
6 Choral Como
27 1 Coro Como6 Choral Como
40 3 Choral Como I6 Choral Como I
60 1 Duetto (A.T,)3 Como5 Choral Como
62 1 Coro Como
6 Choral Como
68 1 Co TO Como
73 1 Coro Como, ossia Organoobligato
5 Choral Como
78 1 Coro Como
7 Choral Como
83 5 Choral Como 1
^Capital letters in parentheses indicate the 
voice part, i.e., A.= Alto, T.« Tenor, and B.* Bass.
TABLE 1— Continued
5
Cantata No. Movement No.
_ ---------------- ----------------------------------------=
Instrument
89 1 Aria (B.) Como (da oaooia)6 Choral Como (da oaooia)
95 1 Coro Como e Trombone6 Choral Como
99 1 Coro Como6 Choral Como
105 1 Coro Como ed Oboe I5 Aria (T.) Como
107 1 Coro Como da oaooia7 Choral Como da oaooia
109 1 Coro Como da oaooia6 Choral Como da oaceia
114 1 Coro Como7 Choral Como
115 1 Coro Como6 Choral Como
116 1 Coro Como
6 Choral Como
124 1 Coro Como6 Choral Como
125 1 Coro Como6 Choral Como




CANTATA MOVEMENTS IN WHICH TROMBA OR CLARINO 
PARTS APPEAR WHICH, ACCOROTTCTTO TEHRY™ 
WOULD HAVE BEEN PLAYED ON THE 
ZUGTROMPETE
Cantata No. Movement No. Instrument
10 1 Coro A Tromba
5. Duetto (A.T.) Tromba
7 Choral Tromba
12 6 Aria (T.) Tromba
7 Choral Oboe o Tromba
24 3 Coro Clarino6 Choral Clarino
43 11 Choral Trombe I, II,and III
48 1 Coro 5Tromba
3 Choral Tromba
7 Choral Tromba
70 7 Choral Tromba
11 Choral Tromba
74 8 Choral Tromba
75 8 Sinfonia Tromba
76 7 Choral Tromba
14 Choral Tromba
103 5 Aria (T.) Tromba6 Choral Tromba
126 6 Choral Tromba
137 4 Aria (T.) Tromba
^Capital letters In parentheses indicate the 
voice part, i.e., S,s= Soprano, A.= Alto, and T.« Tenor.
























5 1735 1 Coro 7 Choral
20 o. 1725 1 Coro 7 Choral 
11 Choral
46 o. 1725 1 Coro6 7 3 Aria (B.)' 
6 Choral.
77 c. 1725 1 Coro o (6 Choral)
gThe part is marked Tromba o Corno da tirarsi 
in all three movements given of dantata No. 46.
^Capital letters in parentheses indioate the 
voioe part, i.e., B.« Bass.
oThis movement is not listed by Terry.
8
TABLE 4
CANTATA MOVEMENTS IN Y/HICH CORNO DA TIRARSI
PARTS APPEAR
Cantata No. Bate(Neue Baoh Ausgabe)
Movement No.
46 o. 1725 1 Coro^ -j n 3 Aria (B.)xu 
6 Choral
67, c. 1725 1 Coro 4 Choral 
7 Choral
162 1715 1 Aria (B.) 6 Choral
has been made to discover how the instrument was used in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In addition, 
the problem of the use of extra-harmonic tones, tones 
outside of the normal overtone series of the natural 
trumpet, in the brass writing of the Baroque period will 
be studied, not only through the compositions of that 
period, but also by examining trumpet method boohs of 
the time.
The system of indicating pitches in the written
^The part is marked Tromba o Corno da tirarsi 
in the three movements given of Cantata No. 46.
^Capital letters in parentheses indicate the 
voioe pari;, i.e., B.= Bass.
tart Is that shown in Example 1 below.
g ;  --- 1T—  /I—  ..a
C a o* o** c,,c oM M
Example I.— -System of pitch notation used in the 
written text
CHAPTER I
THE TRUMPET IN THE BAROQUE PERIOD
The brightest era in the history of the trumpet 
was the approximately 180 years from o. 1600 to o, 1780, 
which encompasses what is commonly termed the Baroque 
period. The art of playing the natural, or valve less, 
trumpet in its highest, or olarino. register flourished 
during the Baroque period and even continued into the 
following Rococo period. However, with the decline of 
the Rococo, the demand for virtuoso playing in the 
olarino register also declined, and the trumpet, as an 
instrument of concert music, was reduoed to playing 
occasional fanfare figures and supporting the harmonic 
and rhythmic structure of the composition
The natural trumpet of the Baroque period was 
a tube of brass or, more rarely, silver, seven to eight 
feet in length, depending on the pitch of the individual 
instrument, equipped with a cup shaped mouthpiece at 
one end, and terminating in an exponential bell at the 
other. The instruments were constructed in three main 
seotions, with the sections oonnected by two U-bends or 
elbows. The first two horizontal seotions, the mouth-
10
11
pipe (or leadpipe) and middlepipe, were called channels 
or yards; the third major seotlon was the hell. Of the 
three main sections, only the hell was conical. The 
tubing In the rest of the instrument was cylindrical.
The oompleted trumpet was held in its flat oval 
shape hy the simple expedient of binding a pieoe of wood 
in plaoe between the mouthpipe and beir by means of a 
cord. A loop of wire was used to secure the first U- 
bend to the rim of the bell, and the joints of the 
instrument were left unsoldered. The Baroque trumpet, 
then, was not rigidly fastened together like the modem 
instrument, possibily beoause Baroque instrument makers 
believed that a trumpet so constructed would vibrate 
more freely, and thus produce sound more freely.
Most of the trumpets of the Baroque period were 
ornamented with a ball in the middle of the bell seotion, 
which performed a useful as well as a decorative service. 
In addition to giving the trumpeter a plaoe to grip 
the* instrument and balance it in his hand, it also 
covered the joint between two seotions of the bell. A 
tight-fitting sleeve covered the joint, and the orna­
mental ball surrounded the sleeve. Other prominent 
decorations were the garnishes, or ferules (the engraved 
tubes which covered the joints between the seotions and 
whioh protected the mouthpiece end of the leadpipe), and 
the garland, whioh was the decorative band that encir­
cled the rim of the bell. Cast angel's heads may also
12
appear on the hall or hell as an added decorative 
feature. ■*"
Both the characteristic flat oval shape of the 
Baroque trumpet and the ornamental hall in the center of 
the hell seotion can he seen on the Meinl-Lauher trumpet
^Ehe construction of the natural trumpet of the 
Baroque period has heen described by several authors, 
among them the following:
Johann Ernst Altenburg, Yersuch einer Anleitung 
zur heroiach-musikaliBchen Trompeter- und Pauker-Kunst
TBaTIel Jokann Christ. Hendel, 1795), facsimile ed. 
(Amsterdam: Antique, 1966), pp. 9-10.
Adam Carse, Musioal Wind Instruments (New York: 
Da Capo Press, 1965), pp. s^7-230. Originally published 
in 1939.
Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Uniyerselle: The Books
on Instruments, trans. by rioger K. dkapman (Ike Hague: 
Martlnus Nljhoff, 1957), pp. 318-320. Originally pub­
lished in Paris by Guillelml Baudry in 1635/.
Eric Halfpenny, "Notes on Two Later British 
Trumpets." Galpin Sooiety Journal. XXIV (July. 1971). 
78-93.
Erio Halfpenny, "William Bull and the English 
Barooue Trumpet." Galpin Society Journal. XV (Maroh.
1962J, 18-24.
Don L. Smithers. The Musio and History of the 
Baroque Trumpet before 1721 (Syraouse. lf.Y.: Syracuse
University Press', 1973)» PP. 50-54.
Don L. Smithers, "The Trumpets of J. W. Haas: A
Survey of Pour Generations of Nuremberg Brass Instrument 
Makers." Galpin Sooiety Journal. XVIII (March. 1965). 
23-41.
Joseph Wheeler, "Further Notes on the Classic 
Trumpet," Galpin Sooiety Journal. XVIII (March, 1965), 
14—22.
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in Plate I (page 14). The decorative garland around 
the rim of the bell can be seen on the coiled trumpet 
(Jagertrompete) held by Gottfried Reiche, Bach's first 
trumpeter at Leipzig, in Plate II (page 15).
Trumpeters and instrument-makers in the Baroque 
period realized that the weight of the tubing used in 
constructing a trumpet would have an effect on the 
instrument's tone quality and response. The German 
trumpeter and organist Johann Ernst Altenburg (1734- 
1801), writing in 1795., commented that a trumpet made of 
heavy tubing would respond well for playing field- 
pieces in the lower register, and that a trumpet made of 
thin tubing would respond better in the high clarino 
register. For common use, however, he recommended a 
trumpet of medium weight, and further recommended the
2trumpets of J. W. Haas of Nuremberg as being the best.
The range of the natural trumpet of the Baroque 
period was exceptionally wide, although the instrument 
was restricted, with certain exceptions whioh are dis­
cussed below, to notes of the harmonic or overtone 
series. In an early treatise on the art of trumpet 
playing, the Italian trumpeter Girolamo Fantini (c.1600- 
after 1638), writing in 1638, gave the range of the 
trumpet as a harmonic series from C to o''' (Example 2, 
page 16). Although he gave o'" as the top note of the
2Altenburg, Versuoh. p. 10.
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Modem copy of a natural trumpet by Johann Leonard Ehe, 
dated 1745, by Meinl-Lauber.
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Example 2.— Range of the trumpet as given by Fantini^ 
trumpet's range, Pantini wrote d1*1 onoe, in the Seoonda
Arioeroata detta l'Aooiaioli.
It is noteworthy that Fantini did not present 
any of the out-of-tune harmonics in his example of the 
notes possible on the natural trumpet. Many of the 
compositions in Fantini's method, however, do include 
both out-of-tune harmonios and notes completely foreign 
to the overtone series. His use of such extra-harmonic 
notes is discussed below (see Chapter II).
More than a oentury and a half later, Altenburg 
gave the range of the natural trumpet.as a harmonic 
series from C to g''1, including several out-of-tune 
harmonics (Example 3, page 17). Altenburg lndioated 
that the trumpet could be called upon to sound up to
^Girolamo Fantini, Modo per Imparare a sonare Pi 
Tromba Tauto di Guerra QuanCo kusicaiment ln Organo. con 
Tromba Sordina. ool Cimbalo. e ogn'altro istrumento 
(Franoofort: Daniel Vuastcn, l63ti), facsimile ed.
(Nashville, Tenn.s The Brass Press, 1972), p. 7.
^Ibid.. p. 23.
Example 3.— Range of the trumpet as given by Altenburg'*'
the g' •1 and even higher. German and Austrian composers 
of the eighteenth century, particularly Michael Haydn 
and Georg Reutter, utilized the notes of the trumpet's 
range above c"' in their compositions, although such 
trumpet parts were probably written with specific 
virtuoso trumpeters in mind.
Each of the lower partials of the trumpet's
overtone series had its own name. According to Fantini,
the fundamental (C) was called Sotto. the seoond partial
(o) was called Basso, the third partial (g) was oalled 
Vurgano (Vulgano?). the fourth partial (o') was called 
Striano. the fifth partial (e') was oalled toooata, and
gthe sixth partial (g') was oalled quinta. Fantini's 
names for the lower partials are illustrated by the 
Toccata to Monteverde's L'Orfeo of 1607. The Tocoata 
is a short fanfare for five trumpets with the parts 
marked, from the highest to the lowest, Olarino. Quinta.
5̂Altenburg, Versuch. p. 69.
g
Fantini, Modo per Imparare. p. 7*
ia
7Alto e Basso. Vulgano. and Basso. Of these, the Vulgano 
and Basso eaoh play only one note, the g and o respec­
tively, and thus they each fall into Bant ini's classifi­
cation. The second part, called Quinta, centers around 
g', whioh Fantini called Quinta. Thus it is probable 
that the names for the lower trumpet parts were standard!- 
ized among Italian trumpeters and composers in the 
seventeenth century.
In seventeenth-century Germany the lower partials 
also had names, although the German names were different 
from the Italian ones. According to Daniel Speer (1636- 
1707), the fundamental was called Flattergrob. the 
second partial Grob-Stimm. the third partial Faul-Stimm. 
the fourth partial Mittel-Stimm. and the fifth partial 
Principal. The range of the sixth through the twelfth 
partials (g' to g' •) was oalled das ander Clarln. and 
the range of the eighth through the sixteenth partials
Q
(o'' to o' " ) was called das erste Clarln.
Other trumpets than the standard, once folded, 
natural trumpet were used in the Baroque period, although 
they did not appear as frequently as the normal flat-
^Smithere, Baroque Trumpet, p. 79.
QDaniel Speer, Grund-riohter. Kurtz-Leicht-und- 
Nothiger. rjetzt Wol-vermehrter Unterricht der Musical- 
lschen Kunat (trim: Verlag Georg Wilhelm Bbhnen, I6B7)#
p p . - g ^ r "
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oral instrument. In one form, the sounding tube was
oolled like a post horn, in which shape it was known
as the "Italian" trumpet, Jagertrompete. or Inventions-
Trompete. Altenburg listed the coiled trumpet in his
seoond class of trumpets, and said of it:
Here the so-called invention (Inventions") or 
Italian trumpet presumably merits first mention, 
since the construction (inventirt) Cof this 
instrument!, with its more frequent coils, Cmakes 
it3 comfortable [to hold!. It is used mainly in 
Italy, has the same trumpet sound • • • , and 
comes in various sizes.
It is not used by the cavalry trumpeters, but 
Crather! by the so-oalled oboists and regimental 
fifers of the infantry.9
The first pictorial appearance of the coiled 
trumpet was in the illustrations accompanying the 
second book of the Syntagma Muaioum of Michael 
Praetorius (1571-1621), published in 1619 (see Plate 
III, page 20). The instrument was captioned Jager- 
trumnet, and it appeared with what looks like a 
detachable crook, indicating that it was intended 
not for use in the hunting field as its name implied,
^Altenburg, Versuoh. p. 12. "Hier verdient 
wol die sogenannte Inventions- Oder italianische- 
Trompete den ersten Rang, weil der oftera Windung, auf 
eine bequeme Art lnventirt 1st. Sie sind vorzuglich 
in Italien gebrauchlich, haben den nemlichen, Trompeten- 
klang, . . . , und sind von verschiedener Grosse.
Hie Trompeter der Cavallerie bed tenon sich ihrer 
nicht, sondern die sogenannten Oboisten und Regiments- 
pfeifer der Infanterie." Translation in Johann Ernst 
Altenburg, Essay on an Introduction to the Heroio and 
Musical Trumpeters* and Eettiedrummers1 Art. trans. by 
Edward ti. Tarr Nashville: 5?lie Brass Press, 1974)» PP*
12-14.
PLATE III
Plate VIII from the seoond book„of Praetoriua' Syntagma 
Muaioum. Number 11 is titled Jager Trommet: number 16
is titled Trommet.
but rather for use in the concert hall.1^
The most famous appearance of the coiled trumpet
in art, however, occurs in E. G. Haussmarm's portrait
of the Leipzig Stadtpfeifer Gottfried Reiohe (1667-
1734)» who was also J. S. Bach's first trumpet player
(see Plate II, page 15). Reiche'a trumpet is coiled
four times, and from exact measurements taken from the
portrait by Walter H. P. Blandford (1864-1952), it has
been concluded that Reiche's Instrument was pitohed in
D at a pitch standard somewhat below that of modem
concert pitch, and was provided with a 0 crook.11
Terry refers to this ooiled trumpet as a high tromba
da oaocia. and mentions three such instruments extant
in 1932. One was a Pfeifer instrument pitched in I) and
dated 1697» another was a Haas trumpet, probably by
Johann Wilhelm Haas (1648-1723), also in D, and the
third was an instrument in E, or perhaps the P of its
day, dated 1713» by the Viennese instrument maker
12Miohael Leichamschneider. A modem reconstruction of 
the Jagertrompete may be seen in Plate IV, page 22.
^Miohael Praetorius, Syntagma Muaioumt Tomua 
Seoundus: De Organographia (Wolffenbuttel: Ellas Sol we in, 1619), modem edition (New York: Broudo
Brothers, 1966), Plate VIII.
^Terry, Bach'a Orchestra, p. 48.
12Ibid.. p. 49.
PLATE IV
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Modem reconstruction of a Jagertrompete made by Me inl-Laube r
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The second unusual form the natural trumpet
assumed was that of the Zugtrompete. or slide trumpet.
The slide trumpet was not mentioned as frequently in
contemporary accounts as the natural trumpet or the
Jagertrompete. but, nevertheless, references to the
instrument do exist. Altenburg, who has become the.
standard reference on matters relating to the history
of the trumpet in the eighteenth century, put the Zug-
trompete in his "Zwente KLasse" of trumpets, along with
the Jagertrompete« and gave the following definition:
The slide trumpet, which is commonly used by tower 
watchmen and city musicians for playing chorales, 
is constructed almost like a small alto trombone 
because it is pulled back and forth during playing, 
whereby Cthe playerl can easily bring forth the 
missing tones Cof the harmonic series!)
Altenburg's definition of the instrument brings out
several points: one, that the Zugtrompete was mainly
used by civic musicians and not by court and military
trumpeters; two, that it was built like the alto
trombone, with the same slide principle and perhaps
the same pitch; three, that it was mostly used for
playing chorale melodies, beoause the slide enabled it
^Altenburg, Versuoh. p. 12. "Die Zugtrompete, 
welche gewohnlioh die Thiirmer und Kunstpfeifer zum 
Abblasen geistlioher Lieder brauchen, ist„fast wie eine 
kleine Alt Posaune besohaffen, weit sie wahrend dem 
B^asen hin und herzogen wlrcL wodurch sie die mangelnden 
Tone bequem heraus bringen Konnen." Translated in 
Altenburg, Trumpeters' and Kettledrummers' Art. p. 14.
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to produoe all of the required tones; and four, the 
elide allowed the player to correct the intonation of 
the out-of-tune partiala.
It is unfortunate that the only slide trumpet 
to survive from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
into the twentieth century was destroyed in World War 
II. That sole survivor, however, was well documented 
hy several writers before the war, and much is known 
about it. The trumpet was in the collection in the 
Berlin Hochschule fur Musik, and was described by Terry.
The Berlin Zugtrompete (slide trumpet) has the 
appearance of an ordinary natural trumpet. But, 
unlike the latter, its mouthpiece is prolongated by 
an inner tube, which, at the player's will, slides 
out and in within the topmost of the instrument's 
parallel branohes. The length of the slide is
56 cm. (22.050 in.). The tubing, apart from the 
slide, is 143 om. (roughly 56 in. = 4 ft., 8 in.) 
long, and the conical length of the instrument is
57 am. (roughly 1 ft. 10& in.). Thus, with the slide 
drawn to its fullest extent, the trumpet measures 
roughly 112 cm. (3 ft. 8 in.) from mouthpiece to 
bell. Its internal diameter at 25 om. of length is 12.8 mm. (under half am,inch), and at the bell-end98 mm. (roughly 4 in.). 4 The instrument is in Dof ita period, was made by Hans Veit of Naumburg,
and bears the date 1651 engraved on the bell.**-5
The Veit trumpet was examined by Adam Carse, Charles 
Sanford Terry, Curt Sachs, Brands W. Galpin, and Werner 
Menke, all of whom have left descriptions of it. A draw­
ing of the Veit trumpet may be seen in Plate V, page 25.
^Terry acknowledges Curt Sachs for these 
measurements•
^Terry, Bach's Orchestra, p. 48.
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PLATE V
Zugtrompete by Hans Veit, dated 1651, 
after a drawing in Terry
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Canon Galpin also experimented with a Haas
trumpet In his own collection hy fitting it with a slida
like that of the Berlin Zugtrompete. Terry reported on
the experiment:
Experimenting with a slide on his Haas trumpet,
Canon Galpin found that it had three positions: (1)
When 5 inches of the slide are withdrawn, the pitch 
is lowered from d' to c#'. with a corresponding fall 
throughout the scale. (2; When 10$ inches of the 
slide are exposed, the pitch falls two semitones, 
from d' to o', and hy an equal interval all over.
(3) When the slide is at 17 inches, the fall of yet 
another semitone follows, and d' becomes b natural. 
These positions indicate considerable movements of 
or along the slide, first of 5 inches, then of 
inches, and again of 6 inches, owing to the slide 
operating in a single.. ..and not, as with the trom­
bone, a double slide.°
Based on a system of slide positions similar to that
used for the contemporary trombone, it would be better
to say that the Haas trumpet of Canon Galpin had four
positions, with the normal position of the trumpet,
i.e., with the slide dosed, counting as the first
position.
The player of the Zugtrompete would have had to 
hold the mouthpiece of the slide trumpet to his lips 
with one hand while the instrument itself was moved 
baok and forth upon with the other— a very cumbersome 
procedure. Also, the very length of the slide positions 
would work against any quick changes from one position 
to another. A mitigating factor, however, is the fact
•^Terry, Bach1 s Orchestra, p. 32.
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that the Zugtrompete was played in the trumpet register, 
which could he defined as the third and fourth ootaves 
ahove the fundamental of the instrument, and in that 
area slide changes could probably have been kept to a 
minimum by an accomplished player.
Thus three forms of the trumpet existed side by 
side during the Baroque period: first, the standard
natural trumpet in its flat oval form— the instrument of 
military and court trumpeters (see Plate I, page 14); 
second, the coiled trumpet, known as the Italian trumpet, 
Inventions-Trompete. Jagertrompete. and Tromba da oaooia 
(see Plate IV, page 22), and which is thought by Smithers
to have been the favorite instrument of the virtuoso
1 7performers; ' and finally, the slide trumpet, known as 
the Zugtrompete and Tromba da tirarsi (see Plate V, page 
25), which was the instrument of the tower musicians 
and church performers, and which was used primarily for 
the playing of chorale melodies. The use of the first 
of the above instruments is well documented, and needs 
no further comment. The other two, however, were not so 
well documented during their own time, and often 
inferences as to their use must be drawn from the music 
of the time. It is known that Bach had at his disposal 
both the ooiled trumpet and the slide trumpet, for it is
^Smithers, "Trumpets of J. W. Haas," 41.
recorded that Reiehe, M s  first trumpet player, left, on 
his death, both a Jagertrompete (probably the one he holds
in the Haussmann portrait, Plata II, page 15), and a
18Zugtrompete. The fact that Bach had both of these 
less common trumpets at his disposal may explain some of 
M s  more unusual trumpet parts.
18Arnold Schering, "Die Leipziger Ratmusik von 
1650 bis 1775." Archiv fur Musikwissenschaft. Ill 
(1921), 34.
CHAPTER II
EXTRA-HARMONIC TRUMPET TONES IN THE BAROQUE
The problem of extra-harmonic notes, i.e., notes 
occurring outside of the overtone series for the natural 
trumpet, is one that has been touohed upon lightly or 
not at all by most writers on the subject of the Baroque 
trumpet (the term "extra-harmonio" has been used to 
indicate notes foreign to the trumpet's overtone series 
rather than "non-harmonic" beoause of the latter's 
connotations in music theory). Nevertheless, instances 
of trumpet writing containing extra-harmonic notes do 
exist, and not all of those instances can be explained 




Example 4.— The overtone series for the natural 
trumpet in C (black notes indicate out-of-tune partials).
29
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The overtone series of the natural trumpet, as 
shown in example 2 above, does not form a complete soale 
in the first three octaves of the instrument's range.
Only in the fourth octave does the natural trumpet pro­
duce a diatonic scale. Half-steps are possible in the 
fifth ootave, but the notes are so high that they are of 
limited utility for most players. However, by the early 
part of the seventeenth century, trumpeters had evidently 
discovered that other notes than those of the pure 
overtone series could be produced by lowering one of the 
harmonics with the lip. This lowering process, called 
"lipping," is still used today to correct faulty intona­
tion on the trumpet.
The first chromatically altered notes to appear 
in trumpet music were the tones bip, fi|", and f#".
The naturally out-of-tune eleventh partial is a bit too 
high to serve as a true ft)'', and a bit too low to serva 
as an f#". However, by lipping that partial up, the 
trumpeter can produce an acceptable f#". By lipping 
the same partial down, he can produce an f41•, which is 
somewhat less acceptable, due to the fact that the 
eleventh partial is nearer to the pitch of I#" than 
f Ij''. This is one of the few cases in which it is 
practical for a trumpeter to lip a note up. The b̂ ' 
is easily produced by lipping down the eighth partial, 
c'', and not by lipping up the seventh partial, b^'.
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Trumpeters have long realized that pitches on 
their Instruments could he altered by relaxing the
i
embouchure, thus producing a drop in pitch. In fact9 
a note can be lipped down approximately half the distance 
between it and the next lower partial of the overtone 
series. The reverse does not hold true, however, as tha
Itightening of the embouchure tends to make the tone 
"break" and sound the next higher partial rather than 
produoing a gradual sharping of the pitch. Por this 
reason, then, it is easier for a trumpeter to lip a note 
down in pitch than up.
Other partials than the seventh and eleventh 
are naturally out of tune in an equal-tempered tuning 
system. The thirteenth partial, usually written as a'1, 
is actually a bit too flat to be a true a' *, although it 
is too sharp to serve as gtf* '. By lipping this partial 
down, a trumpeter can produce ', while it takes a 
slight adjustment up for the partial to sound as a" .
The fourteenth partial, just like the seventh an 
octave below, is too flat to serve as bb»•, and too 
sharp for a*'. However, it was normally used as bb' »f 
since the thirteenth partial could easily be made to 
serve as a'*.
The out-of-tune partials of the overtone series, 
then, gave rise to certain extra-harmonic trumpet notes. 
The only missing semi-tones in the trumpet's fourth 
octave scale were c* '' and e b'', both of which
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were quickly added to trumpeters' repertoire. As early 
as 1665, in the sonatas of Maurizio Cazzati (o.l620- 
1677), the trumpet was called upon to produoe o#''. In 
that year the twelve sonatas of his Sonate a due, tre. 
quattro. e cinque, oon aloune per tromba. Op. 35, were 
published by Monti at Bologna.1 The last three of 
these sonatas, subtitled "La Caprara," "La Bianohina," 
and "La Zambecari," respectively, were scored for 
trumpet, strings, and continuo. Opus 35, No. 11, in 
C major, "La Bianchina," makes use of the ctf" one time, 
and it is approached by leap from e''.
Appearing sometime later in the seventeenth 
century than the Cazzati sonatas was a Sonata a. 4 G Moll 
(acutally a 5) for trumpet, strings, and continuo, by the 
Bohemian trumpeter and composer Pavel Josef Vejvanovsky 
(1640-1693). It was not published in the composer's 
lifetime, but waB preserved in manusoript form in the 
Archiepiscopal library at Kromeriz.2 Vejvanovsky's 
sonata is unusual because it calls for the ctf'' and eb»» 
quite frequently. In each case the o^" occurs as a 
lower neighbor to d'', but the eb'' is treated very 
freely. In most oases Vejvanovsky wrote the e b "  as a
■̂ Smithers, Baroque Trumpet, p. 225.
2Jaroslav Pohanka, Pavel Josef Ye .Ivanovsky ! 
Serenate e Sonate. trans. by ft. f, Samspur, Vol. 36: ^
Musloa Antigua Eohemioa (Prague: Statni Nakladatelstvi
Krasne Literatury, Hudy e Umeni, 1958), p. viii.
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passing tone, but occasionally he calls for the trumpeter 
to approach it by leap.
It might be said that by the end of the seven­
teenth century the trumpet, at least in the hands of a 
competent soloist, was capable of producing every half­
step between bb' and o,,,. To say that the instrument 
was completely chromatic would be overstating the case.
It is true, however, that more chromatic alterations 
were available than present-day authors have conceded.
It should be stressed that the ability to lip notes 
outside of the overtone series was probably always the 
exclusive property of outstanding soloists. Ordinary, 
or even better-than-average trumpeters must have found 
suoh alterations beyond their powers, for, while they 
occur in music often enough to provoke interest, they 
do not occur often enough to be considered a general 
rule.
A case in point might be the Sonata X for 
trumpet, strings, and continuo, from the Sonatae Tam 
Aris Quam Aulis Servientss of 1676 by Heinrich Ignaz 
Franz Biber (1644-1704)$ a oomposer extremely interested 
in discovering new ways of exploiting instrumental 
sound, particularly that of the strings. This work, 
like the Ve;}vanovsky sonata discussed above, is in G 
minor, but, although both sonatas have the Dorian 
signature of one flat, Biber made no use of the eb »' 
and used the o^'' only once, as a lower neighboring tone
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in a cadence. Perhaps the difference was that 
Vejvanovsky was a trumpeter, and therefore knew the 
possibilities of his instrument, while Biber was a 
violinist, and was, perhaps, less familiar with the trum­
pet's capabilities. Or Biber's trumpeter may not have 
been able to produce eb»' and etf'' with ease. In any 
case, the Biber sonata is a good example of the use of 
the trumpet in the dominant minor of the key of the 
instrument (G minor for the trumpet in 0), without re­
sorting to many extra-harmonic notes.
Heinrich Schutz (1585-1672) provided other 
examples of extra-harmonic trumpet notes. In No. 4 of 
his Svmphoniae Sacrae II of 1647, Meine Seele erhebt den 
Herren, SWV 344, he wrote parts for two trumpets in C.
The eleventh harmonic is used frequently as f$' ', which 
was quite oommon. What was uncommon, however, was his 
use of d̂ *'' and c # ' b ot h  approached by a downward leap 
of a diminished fourth. Smithers states that the leaps 
to d^’' and c#'' coupled with the rarity of extra- 
harmonic notes in other works by Schutz are indications 
that Zugtrompeten might have been used in performance of 
these parts.^ Example 5 below shows the leaps in 
question.
Another early example of the use of ê '' occurs 
in a cantata by one of Bach's predecessors at Leipzig,
^Smithers, Baroque Trumpet, p. 142.
Example 5.— Heinrich Schtitz, Meine Seele erhebt 
den Herren. SWV 344, measures 81-83 of the Trombetia if 
part and measures 85-87 of the Trombetta I part.
Sebastian Kniipfer (1633-1676). Knupfer scored for two 
trumpets (marked "Clarini") in his cantata Ach Herr, 
strafe mich nicht. and the parts are unusual for a 
variety of reasons. The cantata is in the key of C 
minor, with the Dorian signature of two flats in all the 
parts. The Clarini are in C and have the same key 
signature as the other parts. Both Clarini are 
frequently called upon to produce eb*', whioh is often 
approached by leap from g''. The thirteenth partial is 
frequently used as ab'1, occasionally approached by leap 
from f1', and even aH' occurs twice in the second 
trumpet part as an eighth note lower neighbor to bb*. 
Excerpts from the second Clarino part which include 
extra-harmonic notes may be seen in Example 6 below.
Altenburg mentions the use of eb '1 in connection 
with trumpet pieces in the key of G minor, "Although 
eb‘‘ is not a natural note on the trumpet, it can be
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Example 6,— Sebastian Kniipfer, Ach Herr, strafe 
mich nicht, Clarino II part, measures 9-l0 an&l 57-15
used in the tonality of G minor as a passing tone."^ He 
used eb '' nine times in two of his Bicinia for two 
trumpets, which appeared as part of his trumpet method 
of 1795• In one case the eb»' is approached by leap from 
o''. In all other oases the eb'' appears either as a * 
passing tone or as an upper neighbor to d*1•
Half-step alterations in the overtones of the 
fourth octave must have required fine embouchure adjust­
ments on the part of trumpeters of the Baroque period, 
but enough alterations appear to indicate that at least 
a few trumpeters were capable of performing them. The 
use of extra-harmonic tones below the fourth octave, 
however, presented greater problems. Such notes outside 
of the overtone series below bb» appear much more rarely 
than do altered notes in the higher octave, and they
A^Altenburg, Versuoh. p. 105. "Obgleioh Es kein 
naturlicher Ton der Ifrompete ist; so kann er dach, in der 
Tonart G moll, als Durohgang (Trans it us) hingehen."
were probably within the technioal capabilities of only 
the most skilled soloists. It should be noted, as stated 
above, that it is possible for a trumpeter to lip a 
partial down approximately half the distance between that 
partial and the one below it. In the upper range, this 
makes possible chromatic alterations in the scale of the 
natural trumpet. It would then seem that even greater 
possibilities exist for altering overtones in the 
second and third octaves of the instrument, but few 
examples of second and third octave extra-harmonic notes 
have come to light. The fact that lipping requires the 
sort of embouchure coordination that is to be found only 
in the most talented soloists explains the lack of lower- 
register extra-harmonic notes; the fine soloists concen­
trated on developing the high register, leaving the 
second and third octaves to the less accomplished 
players. Thus a certain amount of lipping could be ex­
pected from the first and second clarino players; 
practically none could be expected from the principale 
and lower parts.
One of the earliest sources containing third- 
octave extra-harmonic notes was Fantini's Modo per 
imparare.... of 163.8 (see Plate VI, page 38). His 
method was one of the earliest written for the trumpet, 
and it contains the astounding total of fifty-five notes 
outside of the normal overtone series below bfc'. Of 
these, forty-four are a', seven are f', three are d»,
PLATE VI
Girolamo Fantini, Trumpet-major to the Duke of 
Tuscany, at the age of thirty—six.
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and one is b. In the prefaoe to the method, Fantini 
oommented on the extra-harmonic notes, saying, "It will 
also be found that there are some notes, not pointed out 
at the beginning of the work, which are very imperfect if 
they are held,, but which can be used where they pass 
quickly."^ Edward Tarr, American-born trumpeter and 
musicologist, commenting on Fantini's extra-harmonic 
tones, says,
To be sure, Fantini did have a gift for producing 
tones foreign to the harmonic series, but by the 
simple means of "lipping," and concerning only 
passing notes . . . .  "Lipping," or pulling out-of­
tune notes into pitch (generally downwards, whioh is 
considerably easier than upwards), was then and is 
now a perfectly normal trumpet technique.®
An example of Fantini's treatment of one third-octave
extra-harmonic note, a', can be seen in Example 7.
Example 7.— Girolamo Fantini, Sonata detta del 
Gonzaga for trumpet and organ, trumpet part, measures
^Fantini, Modo per Imparare. p. 6. "Si trouer 
anno alcune note, che nel principio dell'opera a non sono 
acoennate, che a voler fermauisi sono imperfette, ma 
perche passano presto possono seruire." Translated in 
Smithers, Baroque Trumpet, p. 84.
^Edward H. Tarr, "Original Italian Baroque Com­
positions for Trumpet and Organ." The Diapason, LXI 
(April, 1970), 28.
As Tarr correctly states, such extra-harmonic notes are 
quite possible, due to the fact that the seventh partial 
which is usually given as bb», is actually too flat for 
that pitch, and thus is easily lipped down to a', This 
is particularly true if the a' happens to occur as an 
unaccented upper neighbor between two g's, which is most 
often the case with Fantini.
Although Fantini did make use of extra-harmonic 
notes other than a', he did not write them with such 
great frequency, probably because the other diatonic 
notes in the trumpet's third octave are much more 
difficult to produce. The f', for example, must be 
lipped up a half-step from e', and d' must be lipped 
down a whole step from e'. Both operations are very 
difficult. In spite of the difficulty with which both 
notes are produced, Fantini did write both f' and d1, 
although he almost always used them as neighboring tones 
Note the use of f' and d' coupled with the unique use of 
b in Example 8.
Example 8.-— Girolamo Fantini, Sonata detta del 
Adimari for trumpet and organ, trumpet part, measures 
12-13.
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A performance toy Pantini with the organist and
composer Girolamo Prescotoaldi (1583-1643) was recorded at
second hand toy Marin Mersenne (1588-1648) in his
Harmonic orum. litori XII, quoted toy Hermann Eichtoom.
I imagine that the most skillful trumpeters can con­
trol their toreath in such a way that they can produce 
one toy one all the notes from the third, or from the 
fifth, upwards; that is, they can go upwards step toy 
step. This toelief of mine is supported vary strongly 
toy a letter which the learned master Sourdelorius 
Medious sent to me from Rome; in this he says that he 
has heard from Girolamo Fantini, the most excellent 
trumpet player in all Italy, that he is atole to play 
all the notes on his trumpet, and that he has played 
them with the organ of Cardinal Borghese, on which 
Girolamo Prescotoaldi, organist of the Duke of Eturia 
and of the church of St. Peter in Rome, played very 
skillfully. But the Duke of Crequi was at that time 
performing an extraordinary diplomatic mission in 
Rome on toehalf of our most Christian Xing Louis XIII, 
and Bourdelorius Medicus tells me that the Duke's 
trumpeters said that the notes produced toy the 
trumpet player in question were false, confused, and 
utterly disordered.•
^Hermann Eichtoom, Das alte Clarintolasen auf 
Trompeten (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Mrtei, 1854)/reprint 
edition (Nashville: The Brass Press, 1973)* p. 19. 
"Suspioor, eruditissimos tutoicines spiritum ita moderari 
posse, ut singulos tonos a tertia vel a quinta nota 
versus acutum effioiant hoc est per gradus ascendant: 
quae suspicio literis domini Bourdelotii Medici 
dootissimi ad me Roma missis vehementer augetur, quitous 
aaserit, se ato Hieronymo Fantino, totius Italiae 
excellentissimo tutoicine audivisse quod tonos omnes sua 
tuba oaneret eosque sonis organi Cardinalis Borguesii 
junxisse, quo Hieronymus Prescotoaldi, Duois Hetruriae et 
Eoolesiae Romanae D. Petri Organista concinne ludetoat: 
quamquam tutoicines Ducis Crequisii, qui tunc extra- 
ordinaria pro rege nostro legatione fungetoatur, 
asseruerint, tonos praedicti tutoicinis spurios, confusoa 
et plenitus inordinatos fuisse." Translated in Smithers, 
Baroque Trumpet, p. 232.
Whether Fantini's tones were, indeed, "false, confused, 
and utterly disordered," or the Duke of Cr£qui*s trum-
ipeters were merely indulging in a bit of professional 
jealousy, is difficult to determine from the vantage 
point of the twentieth century. Nevertheless, it seems 
clear that Fantini was able to produce, in some fashion,
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certain extra-harmonic notes on the natural trumpet. He 
also expected others to be able to do likewise; other­
wise he would not have included the extra-harmonic notes 
in his method book, whose avowed goal, according to the 
title, was to teach others to play the trumpet.
Fantini was not the only composer of the seven­
teenth century to make use of third-octave extra-harmonic 
notes on the trumpet. One of Schutz’ last works, Herr 
Gott. dich loben wir« SWV 472, includes parts for four 
trumpets, two Clarini and two Trombetti. All four 
instruments are notated in C at sounding pitch. The 
Trombetta I part was originally written in the alto 
clef, and was entitled Altus Trombetta Principal. The 
Trombetta II part was originally written in the tenor 
clef, and was entitled Tenor Trombetta. Both parts 
contain extensive material outside of the overtone 
series, as can be seen in Example 7, page 43*
Schutz included in the set of parts one entitled 
Cantus -pro Organo. which is essentially the same as the 
upper vocal part throughout the motet. The extra-
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Example 9.*— Heinrich Schutz, Herr Gott. dlch 
loben wir. SWV 472, Altua Trombetta Principal partT" 
measures 230-238.
harmonic notes in the Trombetta parts, as in Example 9f 
are the same notes found in the Cantus pro Organo part 
but an octave lower. Smithers states that both of the
Trombetta parts were probably written for Zugtrompeten
8and were intended to be played an octave higher. In
fact, as Werner Breig points out in Volume thirty-two
of Heinrich Schutz: Neue Ausgabe samtlicher Werke. the
trumpets were never intended to play the extra-harmonic
notes. A note at the end of the Altus Trombetta
Prinoipal part states, "N. B. Where the Trombetta
cannot play the inscribed notes, it may remain silent,
qor the part can be played on the trombone or viola.
A similar note exists at the end of the Tenor Trombetta
8Smithers, Baroque Trumpet, p. 144.
q•'Werner Breig, Hrsg., Choralkonzerte und Choral- 
sat ze . Vol. XXXEI of Heinrich ScMiiz; Neue Ausgaba 
samtlicher Werke. Hrsg. im Auftrag der Intematlonalen 
Heinrich-^chdiz-Geaellschaft (Kassel: Barenreiter,
1971)$ P. 175. "N. B. Wo nicht Trombetta unter-




At the end of the composition, however, a true 
extra-harmonic note does exist. It is possible that 
this note, too, was intended by the composer to be played 
either by the trombone or strings, or left out, but it 
occurs twice in a long passage in which the trumpets 
are playing constantly. The e, a very unusual extra- 
harmonic tone, occurs once as a whole note and once as a 
half note in the Tenor Trombetta part in the Clausula 
finalis•
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Example 10.— Heinrich Schutz, Herr Gott. dloh 
loben wir. SWV 472, Clausula finalis. flenor Trombetta 
pari, measures 264-270.
A trombone is playing at this point, but it does not 
double the e.
Although other examples of extra-harmonic notes 
in the trumpet's third octave do appear from time to 
time, they are not as plentiful as in the Pantini book. 
Another early example occurs in the treatise Harmonie 
Universelie by Marin Mersenne (1588-1648), published in 
1636. Mersenne oomposed a "Chanson" for three trumpets 
which contains so many rhythmic discrepancies that it 
cannot be transcribed. In the second trumpet part,
however, which is marked "second treble," the note a* 
ooours as a passing tone between g' and b' • The clef 
was mistakenly printed as the mezzo-soprano clef; in 
reality it should have been the treble olef. It is un­
likely that the second trumpet part in a piece specif­
ically written to show normal use of the trumpet would be 
written in the key of A minor, as would be the case if 
the second trumpet part were to be played in the mezzo- 
soprano clef. Example 11 shows the entire second trumpet 
part; the a1 is the sixth note from the end.
Example 11.— Marin Mersenne, Chanson, second 
treble part. The original form is given first, with the 
corrected version given beneath.
trumpets in D, strings, and continuo, by Petronio 
Franceschini (c.1650-1680) oontains three instances of
A Suonata \ 7 con due trombe in Daajor for two
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the use of a' for the natural trumpet. The manuscript, 
which is dated 1680, is in the Arohivo di San Fetronio 
in Bologna. In all three oases, the a' cornea as a 
passing tone between g* and bb *, and it always occurs on 
the fourth sixteenth note of a beat.
Example 12.— Petronio Francesohini, Suonata a 7 
con due trombe. 2nd movement (Allegro), first" and second 
trumpet parts, measures 27-28.
The cantata by Sebastian Knupfer, Ach Herr, 
strafe mich nioht. quoted above, also contains two 
examples of the a' occurring in the second Clarino part. 
Example 6, page 36, shows the appearance of the a' in 
measure 157 of the second Clarino part.
Dietrioh Buxtehude (1637-1707), in his cantata 
I hr lieben Christen, freut euoh nun, wrote some unusual 
trumpet parts. In the first movement, the Sinfonia, 
Buxtehude called for two Clarini in sordino. The parts 
are written a tone lower than sounding pitch, indicating 
the use of C trumpets, which would be raised to D by the 
insertion of mutes. In the eighteenth measure of the 
Sinfonia. Buxtehude wrote an f' approached by skip from 
o'1 for the second Clarino. Such writing was highly un­
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usual, but the note is correct, for the harmony at that 
point is a G major triad, and the written note f' on a 
trumpet in I) would sound g1. Example 13 shows the 






Example 13.— Dietrich Buxtehude. Ihr lieben 
Christen, freut euch nun. 1st movement ISinfonia). full 
score, measures 15-2(5.
Smithers takes issue with the idea that f' is the oorrect 
note.
Seiffert's edition of Ihr lieben Christen . . • 
probably has a misprint at bar eighteen. The f 
natural on the second beat is spurious. A written 
g (a at sounding pitch) was probably intended. 
Seiffert's edition has the f approached by leap from 
a written c . A leap to a non-harmonic tone,
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particularly as wide as the interval of a fifth, has
not been encountered before.10
On the other hand, a written g1 (sounding a1) would dash 
with the G major triad sounding at that point. Smithers 
is not correct when he says that a leap to an extra­
harmonic tone has not been encountered. Examples 5 and 
6 both show leaps to extra-harmonic tones, although both 
extra-harmonic tones are in the trumpet's fourth octave. 
Several interpretations are possible. One may assume 
that Buxtehude was aware of the fact that f' was an 
extra-harmonic note, but that his trumpeters were accom­
plished enough to play it anyway. It is also possible 
that a Zugtrompete was used to play the second Clarino 
part, although there is no other indication of its use 
in the Sinfonia. Or the trumpeter may have simply played 
the next "legitimate1 partial which would, however, have 
clashed with the G major triad. Buxtehude would cer­
tainly have known about the last case, and he could 
easily have written c'' in the second Clarino part 
instead, which would have harmonized with the triad at 
that point. It is unlikely that the trumpeter would have 
been allowed to play an a' with a G major triad.
In the last chorus of the cantata the Clarini in 
sordino become Trombette in sordino, and, again, the part 
arouses some controversy. The first two entrances of
■^Smithers, Baroque Trumpet, p. 162.
4.9
the Trombette are in the low register, and inolude fre­
quent use of d' and f'. These parts seem to he perfect 
examples of parts for the Zugtrompete except for the fact 
that from the sixth measure onward they become normal 
high register clarino parts, with no extra-harmonic 
notes. The term Trombetta is defined by Praetorius as a 
term for trombone,^ so it might be argued that at this 
point Buxtehude intended that his trumpeters play their 
parts on Zugtrompeten. Smithers feels that the extra­
harmonic notes in the first bars are not to be taken too 
literally.
The change in the name of the trumpets and the 
appearance of so many non-harmonic tones raises two 
questions: (1) are the 'Trombette in sordino’
supposed to be variable-pitch, single slide trumpets, 
i.e., Zugtrompeten. and, therefore, capable of 
playing xhe non-iaarmonio series notes? Or (2) are 
the first four bars of trumpet music notated in the 
wrong octave and the name changed only because the 
terms 'Trombetta' and 'Clarino' were possibily 
interchangeable? It is the present writer's opinion 
that the parts are not for slide trumpets and that 
the omissions of an extra stroke over some of the 
letters in the original MS. German organ tablature 
score accounts for the parts being indicated an 
octave too low. The change in the name of the 
trumpets should not evoke much comment. Throughout 
the seventeenth century trumpet parts were frequently 
referred to by both terms and given exaotly the same2 
kind of musio, particularly in German church music.
Smithers is correot in saying that the terms Trombetta
and Clarino were used interchangeably to indicate
trumpet parts in the seventeenth century. It is very
■^Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum, p. 35.
12Smithers, Baroque Trumpet, p. 162.
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Example 14.— Dietrich Buxtehude, Ihr lieben 
Christen. freut euchnun. 8th movement {Chorus), Trom­
bette In sordino parts. measures 2-5•
unusual, however, to find both terms used for the same 
part in one composition.
Another instance of the use of a' comes in the 
cantata Wenn ihr frohlich seid an euren Pesten by the 
Leipzig Cantor Johann Kuhnau (1660-1722). Kuhnau scored 
for a large orchestra in the cantata, calling for four 
trumpets in C, marked Clarino I. Clarino II. Trombetta. 
and Principal. timpani, strings in five parts, bassoon, 
and continuo, in addition to a five-part choir. The 
top three trumpet parts are written in the treble clef; 
the Principal is written in the soprano clef. Throughout 
most of the work, the trumpets are scored in a typical 
Baroque manner with florid Clarino parts. Nine measures 
before the end of the cantata, the second Clarino has an 
unusual part in unison with the second violin. It 
includes an a' approached by leap from c'' (Example 15). 
The harmony sounding at the point where the a' occurs is
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Example 15.— Johann Kuhnau, Wean Ihr frohlich 
— id an euren Pesten, 7th section (Grave). Clarino II 
part, measures 4B-43.
an P major triad, which indicates that the written note 
is correct.
Altenburg also used the a' in one of his little 
pieces for two trumpets in his method. The third 
Bio-tninm j.s a Bouree in G minor, written with the Dorian 
signature of one flat, and in it the second Clarino is 
required to play the a' three times. The first time it 
occurs as a passing tone between bb* and g', and the 
second time it appears as two eighth notes in a lower 
neighbor formation below b b1, and forms the leading tone 
of a cadence on b b * .
* r *~r fpZ>5B<ZZ
Example 16.— Johann Ernst Altenburg, Bicinium 
(Bourse) for two Clarini in C, Clarino II pari, measures 
5-6 and 10.
What makes this example more unusual is the fact that
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Altenburg felt that the use of el> *1 in the same compo­
sition was unusual enough to require a note, which is 
quoted above (see page 36). There is no explanation at 
all, however, of the a1, leading the reader to conclude 
that either the note was too common to require comment, 
or that its nature was self-explanatory.
Some more light has been shed on Baroque per­
formance practice with regard to the use of extra­
harmonic trumpet notes. In the addendum to a recent 
article on performance techniques on Baroque brass 
instruments, Tarr gives a series of exercises designed 
to help the performer master the technique of the valve- 
less Baroque trumpet. Even though the modem recon­
structions of Baroque trumpets, which were designed by 
Tarr, have nodal vents to allow the production of a more 
or less pure f'' and a'1, Tarr himself advocates doing 
the exercises with the lip alone, without using the 
nodal vent. His so-oalled "bending exercises" are 
designed to aid in the production of extra-harmonic 
n o t e s T h e  "bending exercises" may be seen in Example 
17, page 53. It would be ridiculous to assume that the 
trumpeters of the Baroque period were unaware of the 
possibilities of these lipped notes.
Yet another facet of the problem of extra-harmonic
1%enry Meredith, "Baroque Trumpet Warm-Up (After 
Edward Tarr)," The Brass World, IX (1974), 60.
Example 17.— Edward Tarr, Baroque Trumpet Warm- 
Up, "Bending Exeroises,"
notes in Baroque trumpet music is the coiled trumpet, or 
Jagertrompete. Prom time to time it has been suggested 
that the virtuoso trumpeters of the Baroque used the 
Jagertrompete and the technique of hand-stopping to pro­
duce notes foreign to the overtone series. No proof of 
this practice has come to light; however, there are some 
indications that the theory of hand-stopping was not un­
known. R. Morley-Pegge, an authority on the history of 
the horn, writes concerning the origins of hand-stopping:
It has been generally assumed that this new use 
of the hand in the bell was 'invented' by Anton 
Joseph Hampel, or Hampl, second horn in the King of 
Poland's famous orchestra at Dresden. What seems 
more likely is that Hampel extended and codified a 
technique about which at least something must have 
been known muoh earlier, even if little or no prac­
tical use had been make of it, at any rate so far as 
the horn was concerned. Por it is by no means 
impossible, nor even improbable, that certain trumpet 
players who used the so-called Italian (circular) 
trumpet— such, for instance, as Gottfried Reiche, 
Bach's principal trumpeter in Leipzig— put their 
fingers in the bell of the instrument in order to 
improve the intonation of the 11th, 13th and 14-th 
harmonics.1^
^R. Morley-Pegge. The Prench Horn (London: 
Ernest Benn Limited, I960), p. U9.
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Eichbom suggests that Fantini's phenomenal playing and
production of extra-harmonic notes might he due to the
15use of a coiled trumpet and hand-stopping,  ̂a oonjecture
16which Morley-Pegge says is not "unduly far-fetohed."
Certainly, whether or not it can he proved that 
trumpeters were aware of the possibilities of hand- 
stopping the coiled trumpet, they were very much aware of 
the fact that stopping their trumpets with a mute raised 
the pitch of the instrument one whole step. It would he. 
unusual if some, at least, had not realized that hand- 
stopping provided greater opportunities, not only for 
correcting faulty intonation, hut also for aiding in the 
production of those notes not already present in the 
overtone series. Of course, the difference in size 
between the horn and trumpet bells would make for some 
difference in the technique of stopping. Horn Bells, 
being much larger than trumpet hells, permit the intro­
duction of the hand farther into the hell, and thus 
allow a greater pitch-variation with hand-stopping. A 
visual comparison of the relative sizes of the hells of 
the modem Meinl-Lauber Jagertrompete (plate IV, page 
22) and the Jagertrompete held by Gottfried Reiche in 
the guild portrait by E. G. Haussmann (Plate II, page 
15), shows that Reiche's trumpet has a larger hell than
^Eichbom, Baa Alte Clarinblasen. p. 20. 
■^Morley-Pegge, The French Horn, p. 89.
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does the modern reconstruction. The bell not only seems 
to be wider, but it also seems to have a larger throat, 
which would allow easier insertion of the hand into the 
bell. It must be remembered, too, that, in spite of 
its name, the Jagertrompete was a concert instrument, 
as evidenced by the crooks that often accompany it. It 
might well be that the primary reason for making a 
trumpet in a coiled shape was not to make it easier to 
carry in the hunting field, but to bring the bell closer 
to the player's hand.
In the nineteenth century the Prussian court 
trumpeter Karl Bargans advocated the use of hand-stopping 
to alter pitches on the natural trumpet, and gave 
examples of passages playable on the coiled trumpet 
with the use of hand-stopping (Example 18, page 56).^
The technical facility available with hand-stopping is 
almost unbelievable when compared with that required for 
the natural trumpet. Although the Bargans example dates 
from a much later period than that under discussion, it 
does indicate the technical resources that might have 
been available to a fine performer on the coiled trumpet 
at an earlier date.
The use of extra-harmonic tones, then, was not 
totally unknown in the Baroque period. It is doubtful
^Karl Bargans, "On the Trumpet, as at Present 
Employed in the Orchestra," Harmonioon. 1830, p. 25.
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Example 18.— Karl Bargans, passages playable 
on the natural trumpet by means of hand-stopping.
that many chromatic alterations in the fourth octave of 
the trumpet, or notes totally outside the overtone series 
in the third octave, were ever within the capabilities of 
more than a few virtuoso trumpeters. Nevertheless, the 
use of extra-harmonic notes cannot simply be ignored.
They occur too frequently to have been the exclusive 
property of a single player, or even of a single "school" 
of players. The fact that all chromatic alterations in 
the fourth octave were considered possible at one time 
or another, and that the extra-harmonic notes in the 
third octave were written occasionally, should influence
the researcher's judgement in dealing with trumpet and 
horn parts in Bach's cantatas. It would be far too hasty 
to assume that notes outside of the overtone series in a 
trumpet or horn part indicated mandatory performance on 
a slide trumpet.
Since a' was used so frequently, relative to the 
other extra-harmonic notes in the third octave, it would 
indicate that a good trumpeter, such as Gottfried Reiche, 
would have been able to perform it, particularly if it 
occurred either as a passing or a neighboring tone, or 
if it occurred in slower notes when the part was doubled 
by other instruments. Even though other composers made 
no use of f#', Tarr’s exercises make it clear that this 
note, too, is not difficult to produce on the natural 
trumpet by lipping. Thus the appearance of a' and f̂ ' 
in a trumpet part, provided no other extra-harmonic 
tones appear, should not be considered sufficient 
grounds for declaring that the part was intended for 
performance on the slide trumpet.
CHAPTER III
PARTS FOR OORNO OR OORNO DA CACCIA 
CONTAINING EXTRA-HARMONIC NOTES
The problem of the Tromba da tirarsi is oompli- 
oated by the faot that not only trumpet parts, but horn 
parts as well, In some of Baoh's oantatas, Include third- 
octave extra-harmonic notes. Terry, in studying Baoh's 
instrumentation, assumed that if the notes d', f1, or 
a' appeared in one of Baoh's horn or trumpet parts, then 
that part must have been intended for the Zugtrompete. 
because those three notes are not within the overtone 
series of the natural horn or trumpet.1 Twenty-six of 
Baoh's oantatas oontain parts for Corno or Como da 
oaooia with one or more of the three extra-harmonic 
third-octave notes (see Table 1, page 4)* which, accord­
ing to Terry's analysis, means that the Como or Como 
da oaooia parts in question would have to be played on 
the Zugtrompete.
Table 1 shows that in the twenty-six oantatas 
there are fifty movements in which questionable horn
^erry, Baoh's Orchestra, p. 30.
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parts appear. Of these fifty oantata movements, twenty- 
seven are chorales in whioh the horn doubles the soprano 
part. In most of the rest, the horn either doubles the 
soprano on the ohorale melody in a ohorus, or it has the 
chorale melody obbligato. Sinoe oases in whioh Baoh 
doubled one of the upper voioes in a chorale at the 
lower octave have not been found, it must be assumed that 
the horn in each case is to double the soprano at the 
unison.
The horn of the Baroque period was, for the most 
part, pitched an octave below the trumpet, e.g., a horn 
in D was pitched an octave lower than the trumpet in D.
A horn in I) and a trumpet in D playing the same written 
part would sound that part in ootaves. Thus, if a horn 
in C basso were to play a part written for a soprano, the 
horn player would have to transpose the part to the 
upper octave in order for his notes to sound in unison 
with the soprano.
Terry appears to have assumed that the horn parts 
in question would have either been played on a horn in 
high C (C alto). sounding the written pitch, or on a 
horn in low C (C basso), sounding an octave lower than 
the written part. In other words, he assumed that the 
player would be sounding the horn in its third octave 
instead of its fourth octave.
According to Terry, Bach called for the Corno to 
be crooked in seven keys, D, F, G, A, Bb, D (high), and
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F (high), and for the Como da oaooia to be orooked in 
five; keys, low C, D, F, G, and Bb.2 The difference be­
tween the two instruments was that the Como, or Wald- 
horn. produced a mellow tone, while the Como da oaocia. 
or Jagdhom, produced a more strident tone, more in keep­
ing with the traditions of the hunt.3 In any event,
Bach made little actual distinction between the two 
instruments as far as range was concerned. In fact, 
most of his horn parts in the Leipzig oantatas would 
have been played by his first trumpeter, Gottfried 
Reiche, who at his death left, among other instruments, 
a Waldhom.̂
Terry was not alone in thinking that the horn 
parts in unison with the soprano would have been played 
in the third octave of a horn in C, presumably one in 
C alto. Moritz Hauptmann, who edited the first volume 
of the Bach cantatas for the Baoh-Gesellschaft edition, 
pointed out that instead of calling for Como in the
last movement of Cantata No. 3, Ach Gott. wie man che s
5Herzeleid. Bach meant to call for the Coraetto.
2Terry, Bach1a Orchestra, p. 44.
3Ibid.. p. 45.
^Schering, "Leipziger Ratmusik," 34.
^Hauptmann, Kant at en. Vol. I of Baoh's Werke. p. 
xvi. "Dieser ist in Sopran von einer mlt Como be- 
zeichneten Stimme begleitet, die sich auf dem Blatt der
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A Ooraetto, however, would not have been necessary to 
realise the Como part in the Chorale. As oan he seen In 
Example 19, the part could easily have been played on 
either the horn in E or the horn in D of the time.
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Example 19.— J. S. Baoh, Cantata No. 3» A oh Gottn 
manohes Herzeleid. 6th movement (Choral), soprano 
part Tdorao ool soprano) and transposition for horn in 
E and Horn in 1).
According to Terry, Baoh did not score for the horn in Ef 
however, the horn in F could easily have been crooked 
down a half-step to E. On the other hand, Baoh did soore 
for the horn in D, so it might be more logioal to assume 
that the Chorale was played on the D horn.
Another example of a horn part that looks as if
Posaunenstimme befindet, ebenfalls von S. Baoh ge- 
sohrieben. Die Behandlungsart lasst erksnnen, dass nicht 
unser Horn, sondem wohl das Cometto. der Zinken hier 
gemeint 1st."
it involves third-octave extra-harmonic notes is the 
opening movement from Cantata No. 60, 0 Ewigkeit. du 
Donnerwort. Scored for alto and tenor soloists, Corno. 
two Oboes d'Amore, strings, and continuo, the movement 
is in D major, with the Corno written as a transposing 
instrument in D. That the horn was not supposed to 
play the part at written pitch is obvious from the fact 
that throughout the movement the horn doubles the alto 
part. If the horn were to read its part as written, the 
result would be a doubling of the alto part at the lower 
ootave, a sonority that, as has already been stated, was 
foreign to the Bach style. Terry lists this movement as 
one in which the horn carries the ohorale melody obbli­
gato, but actually the horn and alto soloist oarry the 
chorale melody in unison. The sounding range of the 
horn part is from d' to d*', which would have been 
easily within the range and technique of the natural 
horn in D. A section of the original Como part and 
its transposition for the horn in I) oan be seen in 
Example 20, page 63.
In the final Chorale of Cantata No. 60, Bach 
again oalled for the Como, this time to double the 
soprano on the ohorale melody. The movement is in A 
major, and the sounding range of the unison Como/soprano 
part is from a' to e". This, too, would have been 
within the range and technique of the natural horn in 
B. The D horn part would have had a written range of
p Pii p
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Example 20,— J. S. Baoh, Cantata No. 60, 0 Ewlg- 
fcelt. du Donnerwort. 1st movement (Duetto), Como part 
and 'transposition for horn in D.
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gt« to d** * (the horn In D sounds a minor seventh below
written pitch), with a key signature of one sharp and
frequent use of '''. Or, if it is granted that Bach
might have made use of the horn in £, the range of the
part would have been f'' to c"' (the horn in £ sounds
a minor sixth below written pitoh), with a key signature
of one flat. In either case, the Chorale would have
been playable on the natural horn of the Baroque period.
It should be noted that the original title page, in
Baoh's own hand, does not mention a part for horn:
"Dominica 24 post Trinit:/ Dialogue zwisohen 
Furcht und Hoffnung./ Furcht: 0 Ewigkeit, du
Donnerwort./ Hoffnung: Herr, ich warts auf dein
Heil./ a 4 Voci, 2 Hautb. d*Amour, 2 Violini,
Viola, e Continuo di Joh: Sebast: Bach."
However, a horn part was included with the set of 
original parts, even though it was not named on the 
title page.**
In the first movement of Cantata No. 89» Was 
soil ich aus dir maohen. Ephraim?, scored for Basso 
solo, two oboes, Como, strings, and continuo, Baoh 
again wrote the horn part at sounding pitch. The move­
ment is in C minor with the Dorian signature of two 
flats, and the Como part has a range of o' to f". The
6Wilhelm Rust, Hrsg., Kant at an. Vol. H I  of 
Johann Sebastian Bach's Werke. Hrsg. von der Bach- 
<3esellschaft (Leipzig, Breitkopf und Hartel, 1863), 
p. xvii.
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part would have been easily playable on the natural horn 
in F, however, because no notes occur which are outside 
of its harmonic series. Example 21 shows a portion of 
the original Como part and the transposition for horn in 
F.
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Example 21.— J. S. Baoh, Cantata No. 89, Was 
soil ioh aus dir maohen. Ephraim?. 1st movement (ICrTa), 
florao part and transposition for F horn, measures 1-13.
In the last movement of the same oantata (a 
ohorale), the Como is in unison with the soprano on the 
ohorale melody. The key is G minor, again with a signa­
ture of two flats, and this time the range of the
soprano and Como part is from g' to f'', well within the 
range and technique of the natural horn in F. The 
written range for the F horn would he d'• to o''1. The 
part would include no extra-harmonic notes, and would 
have a key signature of one flat.
In the first movement of Cantata No. 95,
Christus. der ist mein Leben. Bach called for Como, two 
oboes d'Amore, strings, continuo, and a four-part choir. 
The movement is in two seotions; the first in G major, 
with the normal key signature, in three-four time; the 
second in G minor, with the Dorian signature of one flat, 
the time signature of alia breve, and the tempo marking 
of allegro. The soprano carries the chorale oantua 
firmus throughout the movement, and the horn doubles the 
soprano at the unison when the soprano is singing. The 
Como part is written at sounding pitch with the key 
signature first of one sharp and then of one flat. The 
range of the Como in the first movement is o' to a' *, 
whioh is wider than usual.
It is possible that this movement, particularly 
the first seotion, could have been played on the natural 
horn in D, particularly sinoe o' oould have been taken 
as the seventh partial on the D horn. However, sinoe 
Baoh did score for the horn in C basso (sounding an 
octave below written pitch), it would be much more logi- 
oal to assume that he Intended the part to be played on 
the low C instrument. The top written note for the horn
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in C basso would have been a*•', which might seem quite 
high, but the actual sounding pit oh of the note, a", 
was not very high at all. It should be remembered that 
the Como part would probably hare been played by either
V*
Gottfried Beiohe or his suooessor, who, as an artist in 
the Clarin register of the trumpet, would not hare had 
much to fear from a mere a1'. Example 22, page 68, shows 
twenty-one measures of the Como part and the transpo­
sition for horn in C basso.
An unusual part for the horn occurs in Cantata 
No. 105» Herr, gehe nioht in's Gerioht. The first move- 
ment, scored for Como, two oboes, strings, continuo, and 
four-part ohorus, contains an extremely wide-ranging horn 
part. The horn and first oboe are soored in unison with 
the first violin; the range of the unison part is d1 to 
d* •'. The movement is in the key of G minor with a key 
signature of two flats. The use of a horn in unison with 
the first violin was not a usual combination with Baoh, 
unless both instruments were doubling the soprano in a 
ohorale. The style of writing is more suggestive of a 
part for cometto than it is of the natural horn.
Pour sources for Herr, gehe nioht in1a Gerioht 
exist: 1) the autograph score, 2) a copy of the original
score by S. Hering dated about 1760, 3) a few later 
individual parts to the first chorus by C. P. E. Baoh 
dated about 1780, and 4) an incomplete score in the 
Amalienbibliothek des Joachimstales in Berlin. Of thesa
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Example 22.— J. S. Baoh, Cantata No. 95,
Chrlstua. der 1st ye in Leben, 1st movement (Coro), Como 
part and Transposition for horn in C basso, measures 89-110. ---
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four sour00b, the Hering copy omits the horn part, both 
In the first movement, and in the fifth movement, where 
It Is, In the other sources, an obbligato instrument in
7a tenor aria. The omission of the horn In the Hering 
oopy may be no more than an oversight, but it might also 
indleate that the horn was not considered necessary to 
the performance of this cantata.
Yet another possibility to be considered is that 
the horn did not perform the entire movement, but joined 
the orchestra at a certain point. The first movement is 
divided into two sections, both of which are in G minor. 
The first section is marked Adagio, and continues until 
the second beat of measure forty-seven, in common time. 
On the third beat of measure forty-seven the tempo 
marking changes to Allegro, and, at the beginning of the 
next measure, the time signature changes to alia breve. 
At that point a fugal section starts with entries in the 
vooal parts. In the first section, the unison horn,
Oboe I, and Violin I parts lie in a high tessitura and 
are quite ohromatio, in a style that was not usual for 
brass instruments, particularly the horn. In the fugal 
section, the combined part is more diatonic, and cer­
tainly more in the style of the horn. The range is
^Rust, Kant a ten. Vol. 3XEII of Bach's Werke. p.
XXXV.
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still extreme, but the d*1' occurs as a single note, 
approached by leap of an octave and left by leap of an 
ootave in the opposite direction, and the tessitura of 
the part is not as high as in the first section. The 
next highest note is a", which occurs only onoe. It is 
possible in this oase that the horn played the d1'* an 
ootave lower, since at that point the sopranos are 
singing d''. Ho other orchestral or vocal part has a 
note between d'* and d*1 *, so by playing d'' the horn 
would not be guilty of doubling an upper voice at a 
level which would be beneath a lower one. In other 
words, the horn might simply have played that one note, 
d " ', an ootave lower without changing the basic texture 
of the movement.
If one assumes that the horn was used only for 
the second section of the first movement, which is indi­
cated by the style of the part, the use of the natural 
horn becomes more logical, particularly sinoe the horn 
part could have been played on a horn in E k  Only the 
d''* would have presented a problem, and, as stated 
above, it is quite possible that the horn player merely 
played that note down an octave. Even the first section 
could have been played on the natural horn in E&, al­
though the highly chromatic style of the music makes it 
less likely that the horn would have been used in that 
seotion. The Como part in question can be seen in Ex­
ample 23, page 71.
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Example 23.--J. S. Bach, Cantata No. 105f Herr, 
gehe nioht in1s Gerioht. 1st movement (Coro), second 
section (Allegro). Corno part and transposition for horn 
in Eb, measures o2-U5T
The fifth movement of the same oantata is scored 
for tenor solo, Como, strings, and continuo. The move­
ment is in b I? major, with the key signature of two flats, 
and the horn is notated at sounding pitch with the same 
key signature. Again, Terry has designated this movement 
as an example of the use of the Zugtrompete. but in 
actual practice the natural horn in F or Ê  would have 
been able to play the part, with its range of f' to b^*'.
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The part is high, but it probably would have been played 
by Seiche, or, if not by him, by another of the Stadt- 
pfeifer. all of whom were expeoted to be trumpeters as 
well. In any case, there are no extra-harmonic notes 
in the Como part for a horn in F or a horn in b Ij.
Another unusual horn part oocurs in the first 
movement of Cantata No. 109, Ioh glaube. lieber Herr. 
hilft meinem Unglauben. The movement is in D minor, with 
the usual hey signature of one flat, and is soored for 
Como da oaccia. two oboes, strings, continuo, and four- 
part chorus. The Como da oacoia part is written at 
sounding pitch, with the key signature of one flat, and 
it plays in unison with the soprano when the soprano is 
singing. When the soprano rests, the Como da oaocia 
either plays in unison with the first oboe and first 
violin, or has a separate part of its own. The Como da 
oaocia part has an extremely wide range: e* to c'''.
It is a questionable part, since it exists in the set of
o
parts in Bach's hand, but not in the original score.
It is the extreme range of this horn part that 
makes it unusual, for Bach rarely scored for the horn 
above the sounding pit oh of a" . The note c" ' would 
have been most unusual, particularly since, unlike the 
case in the first movement of Cantata No. 103, discussed
8Rust, Kant at en. Vol. 1XEII of Bach's Werke.
p. xlv.
above, here there Is no easy way for the horn to avoid 
playing the o'»* without doing violence to the composer's 
part-writing style. J. Murray Barbour, however, cites an 
example of the use of o"' (sounding pitch), written for 
the horn in G as f" 1, in a minuet by Johann Stamitz 
(1717-1757)At least one eighteenth-century horn 
player was apparently oapable of sounding c»" • In any 
event, the Como da oaocia part in Cantata No. 109 has 
fewer wide leaps and extra-harmonic tones than the cor­
responding horn part in the first movement of Cantata No. 
105• In other words, it is more characteristic of the 
horn, and of brass technique in general.
Except for a single measure, the Como da oaccia 
part in the first movement of Cantata No. 109 would have 
been playable on the horn in P. In measure fifty-one, 
the horn has the following part:
y ■ . .. i i
f l
5
Example 24.— J. S. Bach, Cantata No. 109, I oh 
aube. lieber Herr, hilft meinem Unglauben. 1st movement 
floro). Como da caoola part, measure 51.
9j. Murray Barbour, Trumpets. Horns, and Music 
(n.p.: Michigan State University tress, 19&4)» p. 111.
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The sounding pitch d' would be written as a' for the horn 
in F, which is not a note within the harmonic series of 
the natural instrument. It has been shown, however, that 
oomposers occasionally did write the a' for trumpets in 
the Baroque period, although never approached by an 
octave leap. If one does not believe that the horn in F 
was used, all of the notes in the part could have been 
played on the horn in C basso (which would have read its 
part an octave higher than sounding pitch), or even the 
horn in D. In any case, wide-ranging though the Como 
da oaocia part may be, it would have been playable on 
the natural horn.
The final chorale also includes a part for Como 
da oaocia, but it is similar to other final chorales 
found in the examination of cantatas on Terry's list.
The chorale is in A minor, with the customary key signa­
ture, in common time, and is scored for the same ensemble 
as the first movement. This time the Como da oaccia is 
in unison with the soprano on the chorale melody, and 
both parts have a range of d' to e" . The Como da 
oaocia part moves almost exclusively in half notes and 
whole notes, and the part would have been easily playable 
on either the horn in D or the horn in C basso.
It would be of more value to make a new table to 
replace the one given by Terry (see Table 1, page 4) than 
to discuss each separate oantata and horn part listed by 
him. In Table 5 the same oantatas and movements listed
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in Sable 1 are shown, together with the range of each 
Corno or Como da oaooia part and the probable key or 
keys of the natural hom(s) that could have been used to 
play the part. As can be seen, in no case does any part 
in Sable 1 require the use of a Zugtrompete.
SABLE 5
CANTATA MOVEMENTS IN WHICH COBNO OR CORNO DA CACCIA 
PARTS APPEAR WHICH, ACCORDlMTTS TERH7,' "WCOTE SATE 
BEEN PLATED ON THE ZUGTROMPETE (REVISED)
Cantata Mvt. Eey Range Instrument
No. No.
3 6 A major e'-d'• in D or E
8 1 E major d$t_eii in E
6 E major d#'-e'' in E
14 1 G minor f'-d'* in F
5 G minor f'-d'» in F
16 1 C major e'-o'' in C
6 A minor a'-e’' in C or E
26 1 A minor a'-f • in C or D6 A minor a'-f * in C or D
27 1 C minor (D)10 g'-afc" in F6 Bb major (L) g'-f" in F
40 3 G minor (D) g*-d'' in F6 D minor g'-f" in F i
8 P minor (D) f'-f'• in P or EP
Capital letters in parentheses refer to modal 
signatures; thus C minor (D) indicates that the movement, 
is in C minor with the Dorian signature of two flats. BP 
major (L) indicates that the movement is in BP major with 








60 1 D major d'-d'• in B
5 A major a'-e'' in D or E
62 1 B minor a * - f • in D
6 B minor a'-f#'' in D
68 1 I) minor d'-g' • in C or D
73 1 G minor ft-eb'* in F
5 C minor (B) g’-g*' in F or C
78 1 G minor f«-e^'*I in F
7 G minor f'-eP«« in F
83 5 D minor (D) o'-d'' in D or C
89 1 0 minor (D) c'-f'' in F6 G minor gt.f.. in F
95 1 G minor (D) c'-a'' in C6 G major d'-d'' in D or C
96 1 F major d'-o*» in C
6 F major d'-c*' in C
99 1 G major d*-e** in D6 G major d*-e»' in D
105 1 G.minor d'-d'''i in El?6 BP major f*-bP'' in F
107 1 B minor in D7 B minor in 1)
109 1 D minor o'-o*1' in C or D6 A minor d'-e*' in C or D
114 1 G minor f'-d'• in F
7 G minor f'-d" in F








116 1 A major g#i-eii D, E, or A6 A major gtf'-e'' D, E, or A
124 1 E major e'-f#'' in D or E6 E major e'-ftf* * in D or E
125 1 E minor d'-e'' in D6 E minor d'-e'• in D
140 1 e £ major eb«-.g«t in E^ or P
7 EP major eJM-g* • in EP or F
The problem of the Tromba da tirarsi. then, 
particularly as it relates to the Como and Como da 
oaocia parts listed by Terry as having been written for 
the Zugtrompete. is principally one of scoring. In al­
most every case where Terry has questioned the horn 
partb, Bach wrote them at sounding pitoh. Thus, a horn 
part may look as though it is written in the third oo­
tave of the natural horn, when in reality it would have 
been played in the fourth octave of the instrument. The 
Zugtrompete. then, would never have been required, in 
Bach's orchestra, to play Como or Como da oaocia 
parts, simply beoause the proper instrument, the natural 
horn, could handle them adequately.
CHAPTER IV
PARTS FOR TROMBA OR CLARINO 
CONTAINING EXTRA-HARMONIC NOTES
Terry lists fourteen cantatas with twenty-six 
individual movements where parts marked either Tromba 
or Clarino would have required a slide trumpet in per­
formance (see Table 2, page 6). Unlike the parts for 
Como and Como da oaccia discussed above, the Tromba 
and Clarino parts that contain extra-harmonic notes have 
no clear solutions. Each movement must be considered 
separately.
The distinction between Tromba and Clarino was 
marked in the early part of the Baroque period, but as 
the period drew to a close the distinction beoafee 
blurred. In the beginning, eaoh term applied to a dif­
ferent register of the same instrument, with Clarino 
denoting a trumpet part that utilized a range from the 
sixth partial upwards, while Tromba denoted a trumpet 
part ranging between the third and tenth partials. In a 
strict sense, when three trumpet parts were written in 
a composition, they were labeled Clarino I. Clarino II. 
and Tromba Prinzipale (Prinoipale), with the register
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designations inherent in the names of the parts strictly 
observed. Bach, however, did not observe these conven­
tions in his scoring for trumpets, and used the desig­
nations Olarino I. Clarino II, and Principals only once, 
in Cantata No, 15, Penn du wirst meine Seele nioht in der
Holle lassen. which has been thought to be an early work,
2dating from 1704, Throughout the rest of his career, 
with few exceptions, he designated the trumpets simply 
"Tromba" with no other distinction with regard to the 
range of the part. It is noteworthy that, with the ex­
ception of Cantata No. 15, noted above, Bach used only 
the term "Clarino" for a solo trumpet part containing 
extra-harmonic notes in the instrument's third octave.
The three cantatas, Nos. 24, 48, and 167, in which such 
Clarino parts occur, are discussed below. In fact, the 
Tromba III in many of his works is expected to play in 
the olarino register muoh of the time.
In the works under discussion, Bach appears to 
have used the terms Tromba and Clarino interchangeably, 
with no special style or register marking either desig­
nation. In the twenty-six movements of the fifteen oan- 
tatas listed in Table 2, Bach called for Clarino in only 
six movements, and of those the trumpet parts to the
^Por a more complete disoussion of the ranges of 
the various trumpet parts, see Speer, Unterricht der 
Musioalischen Kunst, pp. 94-96.
pTerry, Bach’s Orchestra, p. 187.
first, third, and serenth movements of Cantata No. 4*8,
I oh. elender Mena oh. wer wird mi oh erlosen. were narked 
Tromba in the score and Olarino in the parts Only in 
the oase of Cantata No. 15 does the term Clarino seem to 
indicate the type of trumpet part involving only the par- 
tials from six upward. In fact, in the sixth movement of 
Cantata No. 24, Ein ungefarbt Gemute. which is a ohorale, 
Baoh calls for the trumpet, called Clarino in this can­
tata, to descend to f, not onoe, but several times. Such 
a Clarino part was definitely not in the Baroque olarino 
tradition.
Terry set aside certain trumpet and horn parts as 
having been written for the Zugtrompete. even though 
there was no indication in the score or parts for the use 
of such an instrument, by applying the following cri­
terion: since the notes d', f *, and a* are outside of
the normal overtone series of the trumpets and horns in 
use in Bach's time, then any trumpet or horn part con­
taining the notes d', f', or a* must have been written
4.with the Tromba da tirarsi in mind. As is shown above 
(Chapter III), however, it is not possible to apply this 
particular oriterion to horn parts written at sounding 
(oonoert) pitoh. The application of the above criterion 
to trumpet parts has much more validity, since the trum-
•*Terry, Bach's Orchestra, p. 192.
4Ibid.. p. 30.
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pet in C reads the same note it sounds, and the trumpet 
in D sounds a tone higher than the note it reads. Thus, 
if d' were written for the trumpet in C, it would have 
to play d*, a- note that is clearly foreign to its over­
tone series.
To state categorically, however, that the pres­
ence of d', f1, or a' in one of Bach's trumpet parts sig­
naled the use of the slide trumpet is an over­
simplification. As is seen in the discussion of extra­
harmonic trumpet notes in the Baroque period, certain 
trumpeters were capable of sounding these three extra­
harmonic notes under certain circumstances. The note a' 
is the easiest of the three extra-harmonic tones to 
produce. As long as the a' passed quickly, on an un­
stressed portion of the beat, as a neighboring or
passing tone, it was possible and useable on the natural
5trumpet, particularly in the hands of a fine performer.
Terry's criterion should be modified, then, in 
the case of the questionable Tromba and Olarino parts.
It would be more accurate to say that the presence of 
d* or f' in one of Bach's trumpet parts indicates the
^The writer has been able to produce an accept­
able a' on a Meinl-Lauber natural trumpet in C. In 
a lecture-demonstration given at the convention of the 
American Musioological Society, November 2, 1974* Don L. 
Smithers produced both an acceptable a' and a d' (written 
pit oh) on a Meinl-Lauber natural trumpet in D. The a* 
and d' on the trumpet in I) would sound b' and e', respec­
tively.
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probable use of the Zugtrompete. If a1 is the only 
extra-harmonic note appearing in the trumpet part, that, 
by itself, is not enough to indicate the use of the Zug­
trompete . Only if the a' is used frequently and is un­
prepared should the probable use of the Zugtrompete be 
considered.
The Zugtrompete. particularly in Altenburg's 
time (the late eighteenth century), was associated with 
the performance of ohorales,^ so the use of a trumpet to 
play the ohorale melody in a cantata movement might be 
indicative of the use of a Zugtrompete. Some chorale 
melodies, however, lie within the overtone series of the 
natural trumpet, and thus would not have required a 
slide instrument.
The question of hand stopping a coiled trumpet 
to produoe extra-harmonic tones cannot be overlooked.
The teohnique of hand-stopping horns was probably known 
long before the time of Hampel, since it was well known 
that the insertion of a mute into a trumpet bell raised 
the pitch of the instrument by a full tone even as early 
as 1607, the date of Monteverdi*s Orfeo. And there is 
no other convincing reason for building a trumpet in 
coiled form, other than to bring the bell oloser to the 
player’s right hand. Modern experiments with hand- 
stopping coiled trumpets by the writer and
gAltenburg, Versuoh. p. 12.
some colleagues have been of limited suooess, due mainly 
to the fact that the colled trumpets made by the Meinl- 
Lauber Company and Helmut Finke In Imitation of the 
Baroque Jagertrompeten have bells with very narrow 
throats, not large enough to permit the Introduction of 
a hand to the extent necessary to alter the pitch of the 
instrument to a significant degree. A comparison of the 
Meinl-Lauber Jagertrompete (Plate IV), with the coiled 
trumpet held by Relohe in the Haussmarm portrait (Plate 
II), will show that the trumpet depicted by Haussmann 
has a bell with a wider throat than does the modem re­
construction. Although the bell of Reiohe's trumpet 
would not have been as wide as that of a horn, it still 
might have been wide enough to allow hand-stopping to 
produce de, f', and a'.
The question of whether a particular trumpet part
would have been played on the slide trumpet can only be
answered by examining the trumpet part in question.
While the use of the third-octave extra-harmonic tones
d' and f' is a strong argument that the trumpet part in
question would have required the use of a slide trumpet,
other factors enter into consideration as well. The
Zugtrompete. acoording to Altenburg, was mainly used for
7the playing of ohorale melodies,' probably beoause the 
process of moving the body of the instrument along the
7'Altenburg, Versuch. p. 12.
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single slide was so cumbersome and awkward that movement 
In fast note values was considered either very difficult 
or impossible. Thus, the appearance of extra-harmonic 
tones in a trumpet part that doubles the chorale melody 
would indicate the use of a Zugtrompete. while the ap­
pearance of extra-harmonic tones in a trumpet part writ­
ten in a more florid style, with fast-moving notes 
throughout, would indicate the use of hand-stopping on a 
coiled Jagertrompete.
No documentary proof, however, has been forth­
coming in the more than two centuries since Bach's time 
to show that the process of hand-stopping was actually 
known in the early eighteenth oentury. Various author­
ities on the history of the trumpet and horn, notably
8 9Morley-Pegge and Smithere feel that the main purpose
in ooiling the tube of the Jagertrompete was to facili­
tate hand-stopping. Because of the paucity of contem­
porary documentary evidence, the use of hand-stopping 
by trumpeters and horn players of Bach's time must remain 
only a probability, and not an established fact.
In analyzing the Tromba and Clarino parts in 
question, the presence of extra-harmonic notes in the 
third ootave of the natural trumpet, d', f', and a' was 
noted first. If the only extra-harmonic note present was
QMorley-Pegge, The Frenoh Horn, p. 89. 
^Smithers, "Trumpets of J. W. Haas," 41.
a1, the part was further examined to determine how that 
a» was used. If it occurred only as a passing or neigh­
boring tone oh an unstressed beat, or on the unstressed 
portion of a beat, then the trumpet part was assumed to 
have been playable on the natural trumpet of the time.
If d* or f' were present, the part was assumed to have 
required the use of a Zugtrompete. particularly if the 
trumpet part in question was part of a chorale. If the 
questionable trumpet part contained extra-harmonie notes 
in the third octave, but was written in a florid style 
with many fast-moving notes, the possibility that the 
extra-harmonic notes were played by hand-stopping a 
Jagertrompete was considered. The entire cantata was 
examined to determine whether the trumpet played in any 
other movements than the one or ones in question, and if 
so, in what keys the trumpet was pitched in those other 
movements•
Baoh soored for one trumpet in Cantata No. 10, 
Meine Seel1 erhebt den Herrenl The trumpet part is writ­
ten in C, at sounding pitch, and appears in three move­
ments. The first movement, a chorus, is scored for two 
oboes, Tromba. strings, continuo, and four-part ohoir.
The tempo indication for the first movement is Vivaoe, 
and the movement is in common time. The key of the move­
ment is G minor, and all parts, including the Tromba. 
have the key signature of two flats. The range of the 
Tromba part is c' to f'1.
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Throughout the first movement, the Tromba plays 
the ohorale melody, sometimes in unison with the Soprano, 
sometimes in unison with the Alto. The chorale-like 
nature of the Tromba part, ooupled with extensive use of 
d1 and f', particularly with note values of long dura­
tion, makes it very likely that this oantata movement 
was played on the Zugtrompete. A typical phrase from the 
Tromba part in the first movement can be seen in Example 
25.
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Example 25.— J. S. Baoh, Cantata No. 10, Meins 
Seel1 erhebt den Herrenl. 1st movement (Coro). Tromba 
pari, measures 62-69.
The fifth movement is scored for two oboes and 
Tromba in unison, Alto and Tenor soloists, and continuo. 
The movement is in D minor, and all parts have the key 
signature of one flat. The oboes and Tromba have the 
chorale melody in unison; the use of f' and d' in long 
note values, the appearance of a* unprepared and in a 
stressed position, and the fact that the melody prooeeds
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in relatively long note values make it probable that this 
movement, too, was played on the Zugtrompete. Here the 
range of the Tromba part is d' to o''.
The seventh and final movement of Cantata Ho* 10 
is a four-part chorale of the type that so frequently 
closes Bach's cantatas. The scoring is for Violino I. 
Oboes I and II, and Tromba in unison with the Soprano, 
Violino II in unison with the Alto, Viola in unison with 
the Tenor, Bass, and Continuo. The ohorale is in G 
minor, and all parts have the key signature of two flats. 
The range of the Soprano part is from g1 to f". The 
a' always appears as a passing tone, so the part would 
have been possible on the natural trumpet in C. It is 
much more likely, however, considering the high proba­
bility that the Zugtrompete would have been used to play 
the Tromba parts in the first and fifth movements, that 
the Zugtrompete was also used in the final ohorale.
Cantata No. 12, Weinen. Klagen. Sorgen. Zagen. 
contains a part for Tromba in the sixth and seventh 
movements. Both movements have been listed by Terry as 
requiring a Zugtrompete. The sixth movement is an aria 
for Tenor, Tromba. and Continuo, in the key of G minor. 
The range of the Tromba part is from g' to bb'1. The 
note a' ocours only three times in the course of the 
movement (if the repeat is taken), and it always appears 
in the same context. As can be seen in Example 26, the 
a' appears as the third sixteenth note of the beat, as a
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passing tone between b!>' and g'• It should be remembered 
that bt1, although slightly out of tune In equal temper­
ament, was oonsldered useable by Baroque trumpeters.
Thus, the sixth movement of Cantata No. 12 eould have 
been played on the natural trumpet in C.
r r ir at1 1 ^
Example 26.-—J. S. Baoh, Cantata No. 12, ’Weinen. 
Hagen. Sorgen. Zagen. 6th movement (Aria), Tromba pari, 
measures io-I3.
The last movement of Cantata No. 12 is the usual 
four-part chorale with strings and continuo doubling the 
vocal parts. A high obbligato part is present, however, 
marked Oboe o Tromba. This obbligato part has a range 
of a1 to o'", but a' is used only once, as a lower 
neighboring tone to bk •. The Chorale, then too, would 
have been playable on the natural trumpet in C. The 
Oboe o Tromba part can be seen in Example 27.
Cantata No. 24, Ein ungefarbt Gemute. contains 
a very interesting and unusual trumpet part, which ap­
pears in two movements. The third movement, a chorus, is 
soored for Clarino. two oboes, strings, continuo, and 
four-part choir. The movement is in G minor, with the 




Example 27#-—J. S. Bach, Cantata No. 12, Weinen. 
Klagen. Sorgen. Zagen. 7th movement (Choral), Ohoe o . 
qjromba partT
first unmarked, and the second marked Allegro e vivace. 
The range of the Clarlno part is from d' to bb", and It 
Is very florid throughout. As can he seen In Example 28, 
the Clarlno part is not similar to the ohorale-like trum­
pet parts examined in either Cantata No. 10 or Cantata 
No. 12. Here the trumpet has been scored as part of the 
contrapuntal texture of the composition, and the use of 
extra-harmonio notes makes the Clarlno an equal member 
of the ensemble with the other instrumental parts.
Bach's use of unprepared extra-harmonic tones, sometimes
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Example 28.— J. S. Bach. Cantata No. 24, Eln 
ungefSrbt Gernute. 3rd movement (Coro). Clarlno part, 
measures 31-36.
repeated, makes It unlikely that this Clarlno part was 
played on the natural trumpet. However, the fast notes 
and florid passage-work are not indicative of the Zug­
trompete either, and thus it is more logioal to assume 
that the third movement of Cantata No. 24 would have 
been played on a Jagertrompete with the aid of hand- 
stopping.
The sixth movement of the same cantata also con­
tains an unusual Clarlno part, but this time the part is 
unusual because it contains extra-harmonic notes in the 
second octave. The sixth movement is a ohorale, scored 
for Clarlno. two oboes, strings, continuo, and four-part 
choir, in F major, with the key signature of one flat in 
all parts. The Clarlno part has a range of f to eb»', 
is written at concert (sounding) pitch, and is in unison 
with the soprano when the choir is singing. In between
choral entrances, the Clarlno plays supporting notes In 
the low register, f, a, and o'. The strong emphasis on 
the 7 major triad in the low register would seem to indi­
cate the use of a trumpet pitched in low 7, a perfect 
fifth below the natural trumpet in eight-foot C. No such 
instrument, however, is known to have existed during the 
time of Bach. Scoring a trumpet in the low register on 
a part that is essentially harmonic background is also 
unusual, for Baroque trumpet parts in the lower register 
tend to be fanfare-like and usually musically important. 
In fact, a solo trumpet part in the lower, or Prinzipale. 
register usually resembles a military trumpet call. This 
particular low register trumpet part looks more like a 
horn part than a trumpet part. If it were written for 
the horn in 7, then the part could easily have been
i
played on the natural horn of the period. The original 
soore is quite difficult to read,10 and it may well be 
that the copyist made a mistake, copying Clarlno where 
the composer intended Como. Yet another possibility is 
that the trumpeter, either Reiche or his sucoessor, who 
was expected to be proficient on both the trumpet and the 
horn, was expected to play the third movement of the 
cantata on the trumpet, and then to pick up the horn to
10Wilhelm Rust, Hrsg., Kantaten. Vol. V of 
Johann Sebastian Bach1s Werke. Hrsg. von der Bach- 
Geseilsohaft (Leipzig: Breiikopf und Hartel, n.d.),
p. xxii.
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play the final chorale. Since the composer would have 
been directing the work, there would have been no need 
for a written indication of the change of instruments.
A verbal direction would have been sufficient. A portion 
of the Clarino part from the Chorale, with the transpo­
sition for Como in P can be seen in Example 29.
In any event, the Chorale to Cantata No. 24 seems 
i&ore logical if the Clarino part is understood as a Como 
part. If one does not accept the proposition that the 
final chorale was written with the Como in mind, then 
it is necessary to assume, because of the large number 
of extra-harmonic notes in the trumpet's second ootave, 
that it was written with the Zugtrompete in mind. It is 
unlikely that a trumpeter would have been able to lip 
the f and a, and equally unlikely that such notes could 
be produced by hand-stopping.
A rare instance of three trumpets doubling vocal 
parts in the final chorale of a cantata occurs in Can­
tata No. 43, Gott fahret auf mit Jauchzen. Bach wrote 
three trumpet parts for trumpets in C in the first move­
ment of the cantata, and they are normal Baroque trumpet 
parts with no unusual notes or other abnormalities. In 
the final movement of the cantata, which is numbered 
eleven in Johann Sebastian Bach's Werke. and seven in 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Neue Ausgabe Samtlicher Werke.
both Tromba I and Tromba II double the Soprano at the 
unison, and Tromba III doubles the Alto at the unison.
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Example 29.— J. S. Bach, Cantata No. 24, Eln 
iiwfltt-PftWt Gemuta, 6th movement (choral), Clarlno part 
and transposition for Corno in P, measures l-lo.
This is the only known case of Bach' a requiring the seo- 
ond and third trumpets to double a vooal part in a 
ohorale. There were probably not three Zugtrompeten 
available in Leipzig in Bach's time, but it is unlikely 
that all of the parts would have required the slide in­
strument. The Soprano part has a range of f̂ ' to g" 
(Terry gives this range as from g' to g''),11 and, al­
though both and a' occur within the chorale melody, 
the part would not be too difficult to play on the nat­
ural trumpet in C. It is unlikely, however, that two 
trumpeters would have been able to lip the extra-harmonic 
notes in tune in unison. The Alto part, played by the 
third trumpet, has a range of b to b', and definitely 
would have required the use of a Zugtrompete.
More light has been thrown on the scoring of this 
unusual chorale by Alfred Durr, in the critical commen­
tary on Cantata No. 43 in Johann Sebastian Bach: Neue
Ausgabe samtlioher Werke (Neue Bach-Ausgabe)• Durr 
points out a previously overlooked notation in the parts
which indicates that the second and third trumpets were
12not to play in the final chorale. Probably a part-
11Terry, Bach's Orchestra, p. 191.
12Alfred Durr, Hrsg., Kantaten zum Sonntag Cantate 
bis zum Sonntag Exaudi. Series I. Vol. £tl of Johann 
Sebastian Baoh; Neue Ausgabe samtlioher Werke. Hrsg. von 
Jobann-Sebasiian-Bach-Institut Gottingen und vom Baoh- 
Archiv Leipzig (Kassel: Barenreiter-Verlag, I960), p.
236. "Unabhangig von der Frage ob die Trompeten in den 
Satzen 1 und 7 gelegentlioh durch andere Instrument©
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oopiest's error was responsible for the Soprano and Alto 
parts having been copied into the second and third trum­
pet parts. Only the first trumpet would have played the 
final chorale, and the fact that the only extra-harmonic 
notes in the part are a' and f#' indicates that the per­
former could have used the normal natural trumpet in 0, 
or perhaps a Jagertrompete with hand-stopping. In any 
case, the use of a Zugtrompete would not have been neces­
sary.
Cantata No. 48, Ich elender Mensch. wer wird mich 
erlosen. includes a part for one trumpet, marked Tromba. 
which appears in the first, third, and seventh movements. 
The first movement, scored for Tromba. two oboes, strings, 
continuo, and four-part choir, is in G minor? all parts 
have the key signature of two flats. The Tromba part 
carries the chorale melody obbligato, and has a range 
of g* to g''. The only extra-harmonic note in the part 
is a', which occurs only three times, each time as 
an eighth note passing or neighboring tone.
The third and seventh movements of Cantata No. 48
vertreten Wurden, ergibt sich das Problem, welchen In- 
strumenten die Eintragung des Schlusschorals in den 
Trompetenstimmen B5 bis 7 zugedacht ist. Hier findet 
sich namlich in B5 und 6 die Sopranostimme, in B7 die 
Altstimme, nicht ohne dass in den Stimmen B6 und 7 sin 
"Parte Seoonde tao fet3 1 bzw. "Parte 2da tacCetl" voran- 
geht (, in B5 kam eine e’ntsprechende Notlz nicht in Frage, 
da die Tromba I ja noch in Satz 7 mitzuwirken hat)." The 
numbers B5, B6, and B7 refer to the original parts? B5= 
Tromba I. B6= Tromba II. and B7= Tromba III.
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are chorales In which the Tromba doubles the Soprano at 
the unison. The range of the unison part in the third 
movement is f' to d''; in the seventh movement it is d1 
to d' *. Even though a Zugtrompete would not have been 
necessary to play the first movement of the oantata, the 
Tromba parts in the third and seventh movements would 
have made the use of a slide trumpet necessary.
Cantata No. 70, Wachet. betet. seid bereit alle- 
zeit. includes a prominent part for Tromba in the first, 
second, seventh, ninth, tenth, and eleventh movements.
In all but the seventh and eleventh movements, which ara 
the final chorales of the first and second parts of the 
oantata, respectively, the trumpet part contains no 
extra-harmonic notes, and would have required no other 
instrument than the natural trumpet in C. In the seventh 
movement, the range of the Tromba part is d' to e''.
The Chorale is in G major, and all parts have the key 
signature of one sharp. The d' occurs only once in the 
unison Tromba and Soprano part, but it is a cadence note. 
In the eleventh movement, the Tromba and oboe are in 
unison with the Soprano, and the range of the unison 
part is c' to d''. The Chorale is in C major, and the 
frequent appearance of f* and d* in the combined part 
makes it very unlikely that it was played on a natural 
trumpet. The seventh and eleventh movements of Cantata 
No. 70, then, would definitely have required the use of 
a Zugtrompete.
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One movement of Cantata No. 74, Wer mich liebet. 
der wird mein Wort halten, the final chorale, has been 
listed by Terry as having a trumpet part that would 
have required the use of a Zugtrompete. The first move­
ment of the oantata contains three trumpet parts for 
Trombe in C, but they are in no way different from the 
normal natural trumpet parts that Bach wrote. In the 
final chorale, however, Tromba I doubles the Soprano at 
the unison on the chorale melody. The range of the com­
bined part is g' to e", and the chorale is in the key of 
A minor. The a1 is the only extra-harmonic tone in the 
movement (except for a single eighth note ftf' that 
appears as a lower neighboring tone), but the faot that 
a' ocours in stressed positions, and is often repeated, 
makes it unlikely that this chorale was played on the 
natural trumpet. A Zugtrompete would have been necessary 
to perform the part.
Terry has listed the eighth movement, the Sin-
fonia to Part II of Cantata No. 75, Die Elenden sollen
1^essen. as requiring the Zugtrompete. J but, as in the 
oase of the Corno and Como da oaccia parts discussed 
above in Chapter III, it is merely a oase of mistaken 
transposition. The Tromba part in the Sinfonia is writ­
ten as though for a trumpet in high G. The Sinfonia is 
in the key of G major, and all of the other parts,
■^Terry, Bach»s Orchestra, p. 192.
strings and continuo, have the signature of one sharp.
The Tromba part, however, is written a perfect fifth 
below sounding pitch, and has a range of g* to a" in 
written pitch (d'' to e1" in sounding pitoh). The part 
would have been well within the capabilities of a trum­
peter playing either a natural trumpet in D or a nat­
ural trumpet in C. If the instrument were pitched in 
D, the range of the part would be c,f to d'' •, with a 
key signature of one flat. If the instrument were 
pitched in 0, the range of the part would be d»' to e"', 
with a key signature of one sharp. Although the tessi­
tura of the part is high, as can be seen in Example 30, 
it is no higher than many others Bach wrote. In fact, 
the part might have been playable on a G trumpet, had 
one existed in Leipzig during Bach's time, because the 
only extra-harmonic note in the Tromba part as written 
(in G) is a', and that occurs only once. In any case, 
the part would have been playable on the natural trumpet 
in the standard keys of D or C, in spite of Bach's some­
what unusual manner of notating the part.
Cantata No. 103, I hr werdet weinen und heulen. 
contains two movements with a part for Tromba. Aooording 
to Terry, both movements would have required the use of 
a Z u g t r o m p e t e The fifth movement, which is an aria 
for Tenor, Tromba. two Oboes d'Amore in unison with the
14-Ierry, Bach's Orchestra, p. 192.
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Example 30.— J. S, Bach, Cantata No. 751 Dio 
Elenden aollen eseen, 8th movement (Sinfonia), Tromba 
part and transposition for trumpet in D and trumpet in 
C.
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first violin, strings, and oontinuo, was scored for the 
D trumpet. The Aria is in the key of D major, with a 
key signature of two sharps in all parts exoept the 
Tromba. which is written as a transposing instrument 
(notated a major second below sounding pitch). The only 
extra-harmonic note in the third octave of the trumpet is 
a' (written pitoh), which occurs only four times, each 
time as an eighth note. All four instances of the use 
of a' occur within the space of three measures, which can 
be seen in Example 31. It is possible, then, to play 
this movement on the natural trumpet in D.
Example 31 .— J. S. Bach, Cantata Do. 103, Ihr 
werdet weinen und heulen. 5th movement (Aria), Tromba 
(in ±)) part, measures 19-21.
ferent matter. It is the final chorale, and, again, the 
Tromba. along with the rest of the wind instruments and 
the first violin, doubles the Soprano part. The range
D was used in the preceding movement, it would be logioal 
to assume that the same instrument was used in the final 
chorale. The key of the Chorale is B minor, which would 
also bear out the use of the 1) trumpet. But too many
The sixth movement of Cantata Do. 103 is a di£
of the unison part is f$* to e''. Sinoe the Tromba in
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extra-harmonic notes occur to make it probable that the 
natural trumpet In D was used to play the chorale. The 
frequent appearance of b' (a' for the D trumpet), espe­
cially at cadences, coupled with the occasional appear­
ance of g’ (f' for the D trumpet), indicates the probable 
use of the Zugtrompete. perhaps in D, in the chorale.
The use of a natural trumpet in C might be considered, 
because the only two extra-harmonic notes in the part, 
f$' and a’ are relatively easy to produce. Such an an­
alysis is unlikely, beoause f#' frequently occurs as a 
quarter note in a stressed position. It is, therefore, 
likely that the sixth movement of Cantata No. 103 would 
have required a Zugtrompete for the performance of the 
Tromba part.
Bach scored for one trumpet in Cantata No. 126, 
Erhalt1 uns. Herr, bei deinem Wort. In the first move­
ment, a chorus in the key of A minor, the trumpet part, 
marked Tromba. is written as a transposed part for the 
trumpet in D, with the key signature of one flat. The 
rest of the parts have the key signature of no sharps or 
flats. The Tromba part in the first movement is in no 
way out of the ordinary except that the trumpet is used 
in the dominant minor key of its pitch, as were the 
trumpets in the Sonata a 4 G moll by Vejvanovsky and the 
Sonata X by H. I. P. Biber.
The trumpet takes part in the sixth movement of
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■the cantata, the final chorale, in unison with the two 
oboes and first violin on the Soprano part. The Chorale 
is in the key of A minor, and the range of the Tromba 
part is g' to g' '. Were it not for three appearances of 
g' (f* on the D trumpet) the part would have been play­
able on the natural trumpet in D. The note gtf' ( f o n  
the D trumpet) occurs twice, but it can easily be lipped 
down from a' (g' on the D trumpet). The three appear­
ances of g', two of which begin a phrase, make it prob­
able that a Zugtrompete. probably in D, would have been 
used to play the part.
In Cantata No. 137, Lobe den Herren, den machtig-
en Konig. Bach scored for trumpet or trumpets in the
first, fourth, and fifth movements. The first and fifth
movements both contain parts for three trumpets in C,
and present no problems. The fourth movement, an aria
for Tenor, Tromba. and Continuo, is listed by Terry
1 5as requiring the Zugtrompete.  ̂ The movement is in the 
key of A minor, and the trumpet plays the chorale oantus 
firmus. The only extra-harmonic note in the movement is 
a', which occurs only twice, both times as an eighth-note 
passing tone between b' and g*. The passage quoted in 
Example 32 occurs twice. Since a' was used so infre­
quently, and only as a passing tone of short duration, it 
is probable that the Tromba part would have been played
■^Terry, Bach's Orchestra, p. 193.
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Example 32,— J. S. Bach, Cantata No. 137, Lohe 
den Herren, den machtigen Konig, 4th movement (Aria). 
Vromba T£n g) part'.' Measures '15-23.
on the natural trumpet in C.
Bach scored for one trumpet in Cantata No. 147, 
Hertz und Mund mid That und Leben. calling for Tromba in 
the first, sixth, and tenth movements. The Tromba part 
in the first movement is a normal part for the natural 
trumpet in C, but the Tromba parts in the sixth and tenth 
movements raise more questions. Musically, the sixth and 
tenth movements are identical, forming the final chorales 
to the first and second parts of the cantata, respec­
tively. This concert chorale is popularly known as 
"Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring." The Tromba plays in uni­
son with the Soprano when the chorus is singing. The 
range of the unison part is g' to f'', and the only 
extra-harmonic note for the trumpet is a', which occurs 
fourteen times in the course of the chorale. Example 
33 shows the Tromba part to the chorale. The 
writer has been able to play the Tromba part to this 
chorale on a natural trumpet in C, although the frequency 
of lipped notes (a' and b') made it difficult. The fact
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that the Tromba line would be sounding elsewhere would 
make it easier for the trumpeter to lip the extra- 
harmonic notes into tune, but the probable reason for 
scoring the Tromba in unison with the Soprano was to pro­
vide assistance to the boy sopranos, who might not have 
been too sure of their part, not the other way around. 
Therefore, although all of the trumpet parts in Cantata 
No. 147 could have been played on the natural trumpet in 
C, it is more likely that the chorales were played on 
the Zugtrompete.
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Example 33.— J. S. Bach, Cantata No. 147, Hertg 
und Mund. und That, und Leben. bth movement (Choral). Jromba (in CJ part.
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The final chorale of Cantata No. 167, I hr Men- 
schen. rfthmet Gottes liebe. contains a part for Clarlno 
that was probably written with the Zugtrompete in mind. 
Written in the key of G major, the chorale is scored for 
Clarino (written at sounding pitch), Oboe, strings, 
continuo, and four-part choir. The Clarino plays in 
unison with the Soprano throughout the chorale, and the 
part has a range of d' to d''. The Clarino is not used 
in any other movement of the cantata. The many appear­
ances of f' and d', coupled with the chorale nature of 
the Clarino part, make it probable that the Zugtrompete 
would have been used to play the trumpet part.
Cantata No. 185, Barmherziges Herze der ewigen 
Liebe. contains a part for Tromba in the first and sixth 
movements, both of which have been listed by Terry as 
requiring the use of a Zugtrompeta.^ In the first move­
ment, which is in the key of I^ minor, the questionable 
part has been marked "Oboe (Tromba) •" The movement is 
a duet for Soprano, Tenor, Oboe (Tromba), and Continuo. 
The range of the Tromba part is e' to f#'', with a* often 
approached by leap from c^1', which makes it probable 
that, if a trumpet were used to play the part, it would 
have been a Zugtrompete.
The sixth movement of the cantata, the final 
chorale, is also in the key of minor, with the usual
■^Terry, Bach's Orchestra, p. 1 9 3 .
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key signature of three sharps. The Oboe and Tromba are 
in unison with the Soprano, and, again, the range of the 
combined part is e' to £$''• The frequent appearances 
of a' and f*’, particularly at cadence points, makes it 
probable that the part would have been played on the 
Zugtrompete.
One instance of a Tromba part that would have re­
quired the use of a Zugtrompete was apparently overlooked 
by Terry. The final chorale to Cantata No. 110, Unaer 
Mund sei voll Laohens. has a part for Tromba in unison 
with the Soprano on the chorale melody that contains a 
significant number of extra-harmonic notes. Three trum­
pets in D take part in the first movement of the cantata, 
a chorus, and the sixth movement is an aria for Basso. 
Tromba in D, strings, and continuo. In neither movement 
do any of the trumpets have extra-harmonic notes. In 
the final chorale, however, which is in the key of B 
minor, the Tromba part has a range of b' to f$*1 (a' to 
e'' on the I) trumpet). It is probable that the D trumpet 
would have been used for the final chorale, since it was 
the instrument required in the other movements. The b'
(a' on the D trumpet) occurs six times in the course of 
the ohorale— four times at cadence points. The other 
two times it is the starting note of a phrase. It is 
probable, then, that this movement was also played on 
the Zugtrompete. possibly in D.
At this point Terry's table of trumpet parts
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marked Tromba or Clarino. but intended to be played on 
'tl10 Zugtrompete. can be revised. Table 6 shows the 
movements which, according to Terry, would have required 
the use of a Zugtrompete. but which actually would have 
been playable on the natural trumpet of the Baroque 
period.
TABLE 6
TROMBA OR CLARINO PARTS PLAYABLE
th£ Natural trumpet
Cantata Mvt. Key Range Instrument
No. No. (Key)
12 6 G, minor g'-t> • • in C
7 BP major a'-c'' in C
43 11 G major g'-g'' I in C
48 1 G minor g'-g'1 in C
75 8 G major d' »-e''* in C or D
103 5 D major d'-d»• in D
137 4 A minor g'-g*' in C
147 6 G major g._f,. in C1710 G major g'-f' in C
A comparison of Tables 2 and 6 shows that Baoh 
was not consistent when it oame to naming parts for the
1 7'As has been stated above, although the Tromba 
parte in the sixth and tenth movements of Cantata No. 147 
are playable on the natural trumpet in C, it is more log­
ical to assume that they were written for the Zugtrompete.
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Zugtrompete. He evidently considered the Zugtrompete 
a trumpet just like the standard instrument of the time, 
and did not feel it necessary to designate it specif­
ically each time he required it. In other words, it was 
up to the trumpeter to decide which instrument was right 
for the part (a practice which still remains in orches­
tral works). It will he noticed, too, that of the oan­
tata movements listed in Table 6, only those from Cantata 
No. 43 and Cantata Ho. 147 are chorales in which the 
trumpet doubles the Soprano. It is an indication that 
the natural trumpet would have been the choice when the 
trumpet part was obbligato. It is clear, however, that 
the Zugtrompete would have been neoessary in fewer cases 
than has previously been thought.
CHAPTER V
PARTS POR TROMBA DA TIRARSI AND COHNO DA TIRARSI
The term Tromba da tirarsi has been something of 
an enigma to musicologists. It does not appear in 
orchestration textbooks, and, until recently, there has 
been much confusion about the term. In fact, tirarsi is 
a form of an Italian verb which means "to draw out?" 
thus, the Tromba da tirarsi is a trumpet that can be
drawn out, or, in other words, a trumpet equipped with
a moveable slide. The Zugtrompete formerly in the col­
lection of musical instruments at the Hochschule fur 
Musik in Berlin, described in Chapter I, is such an 
instrument. The Berlin Zugtrompete was a trumpet by Hans
Veit of Naumberg dated 1651, and pitched in the D of
Bach's day. By extending the single slide which was 
attached to the mouthpiece, the pitch of the instrument 
could be lowered by three semi-tones. The fact that 
Reiche possesed a Zugtrompete makes it clear that the 
Tromba da tirarsi and the Zugtrompete were the same 
instrument.
Darrell Urban, in a recent study of the Tromba da 
tirarsi. concluded that Bach's slide trumpet was pitched
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in the key of 0, with a crook for the key of A.1 By 
recording the slide position for each note in a Tromba 
da tirarsi part, noting the distance traveled between 
eaoh position, and then dividing the sum of the distances 
traveled by the number of changes, Urban produced a num­
ber whioh represented the average distance traveled in a 
slide change, and thus had an index to the facility with 
- whioh a trumpet in a given key could perform a given 
oantata movement. A lower number would indicate fewer 
slide changes and ones of shorter distance, and thus 
would indicate that the movement would be more easily 
performed on an instrument in that key. He used as a 
basis of his computations the three keys of D, C, and A. 
The results of his study showed that of the three instru­
ments, the Zugtrompete in D would have been incapable 
of performing the Oomo da tirarsi part in Cantata No. 
162, Aoh. ioh sehe. itzt. da ioh zur Hochzeit gehe. and 
the Tromba da tirarsi part in Cantata No. 77, Du a oils t 
Gott. delnen Herrsn. lieben. because both parts oontain 
the note bb, which would not be available on a slide 
trumpet in 1) with only four slide positions (counting the 
closed position as first). A slide trumpet in C could 
play all of the parts whioh call for a slide instrument.
^Darrell Urban, "The Enigma of the Tromba da 
tirarsi." in Three Dissertations on Ancient Instruments 
from Eabylon to ^ach. f. E. bids Music Education Librarv 
(TuIIerkon,'’ CalTfTs"' P. E. Olds & Son, 1968), p. 21.
The A instrument would he most suitable for performing
pthe Como da tirarsi part in Cantata No. 162.
The key of the Tromba da tirarsi. then is some­
thing of a mystery. The Veit Zugtrompete was pitched in 
D, but that may have been only an isolated example. 
Altenburg, when he said that the Zugtrompete was "wie 
eine kleine Alt Posaune,"^ was certainly talking about 
the slide principle by which the instrument varied its 
pitch, but he may have also been giving a clue as to the 
pitch of the instrument. The alto trombone of the Baroque 
period would have been pitched in either F, E^, or D, 
and so, if the Zugtrompete was like the little alto trom­
bone, it, too, may have been pitched in one of those 
keys.
The Zugtrompete owned by Reiche, then, may have 
been pitched in one of four keys: F, Ê , D, or C. The
keys of I) and C are those of the natural Baroque trumpet: 
the keys of F and Eb are the keys of the alto trombone. 
Example 34 shows the notes that would have been available 
on a slide trumpet in each of those four keys, based on 
a slide which would allow the instrument to be lowered 
three semi-tones in pitch. Note the gap which occurs be­
tween the fourth and fifth notes and the eighth and ninth 
notes in each line of the example.
^Urban, "Enigma," pp. 18-21.
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.Example 34.— Notes available to the Zugtrompete 
in P, Ep, D, and C, baaed on a slide length wbloii would 
allow the pit oh of the instrument to be lowered by three 
semi-tones. The white notes indioate the overtone series 
of the instrument when the slide is completely closed.
Crooking the Zugtrompete into lower keys than the 
one in which it was built would present a problem, since 
each lower key would require a progressively longer slide 
position on an instrument that was already severely lim­
ited in the number of slide positions it could produce.
It is not logioal, therefore, to assume that the Zugtrom- 
pete was crooked more than a single tone below its nat­
ural pit oh. It should also be remembered that the trum­
peters in Baoh's orchestra would have had to use whatever
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Instruments were at hand, not those which might, in 
theory, allow them to perform the parts with more faoil- 
ity. Since no mention of a trumpet in low A has been 
found in sources previous to or contemporary with the 
time of Bach, Urban's thesis that the Zugtrompete in 
Bach's orchestra was provided with a crook for low A 
must be regarded with a certain amount of suspicion.
Bach called for the Tromba da tirarsi in seven 
movements from two cantatas, for the Como da tirarsi 
in five movements from two oantatas, and the Tromba o 
Corao da tirarsi in three movements of one cantata. In 
every oase the Tromba da tirarsi was assigned the chorale 
melody, usually in large note values. The Como da 
tirarsi was treated somewhat differently. In three move­
ments from the two oantatas in which the Como da tirarsi 
appears, it is assigned the chorale melody in a four- 
part chorale in unison with the Soprano. In the other 
two movements, however, the Como da tirarsi was given a 
florid obbligato part, whioh resembles the obbligato 
parts Bach wrote for the natural horn. Bach specified 
Tromba o Como da tirarsi in only one cantata, No. 46.
In the first and sixth movements, the Tromba o Como da 
tirarsi plays in unison with the Soprano. In the third 
movement, however, it has an obbligato part, which, ex­
cept for one note, f', could have been played on a nat­
ural trumpet in bIj.
It oan be safely stated, then, that Bach oonsid-
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ered the Tromba da tirarai an instrument for doubling the 
upper part in a chorale, which is almost exactly that 
definition of the Zugtrompete given by Altenburg seventy 
years later. Altenburg said that the Zugtrompete was 
used by the Thurmer and Runstpfeifer to play chorale 
melodies, because the slide allowed all of the notes in 
such melodies to be played.^ Example 35 shows a typical 
Tromba da tirarsi part.
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Example 35.--J. S. Bach, Cantata No. 5, Wo soil 
ich fliehen hin. 1st movement (Coro). Tromba da tirarsi 
part (Tromba da tirarsi col Soprano), measures 19-27•
The Tromba da tirarsi appears in two movements of 
Cantata No. 5, Wo soil ich fliehen hin. In the first 
movement, which is a chorus, it doubles the Soprano at 
the unison on the chorale melody, which is, for the most 
part, in half notes in Common time. In the last move­
ment, which is a four-part ohorale, the Tromba da tirarai
^Altenburg, Versuoh, p. 12
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also doubles the Soprano at the unison. Both movements 
are in the key of G minor, and the Tromba da tirarsi 
part lias a range of g* to f" in both movements. The 
only extra-harmonic note involved in the Tromba da 
tirarsi part is a', which occurs once as a passing note 
between g' and b^1, and twioe as a oadenoe note ap­
proached by leap from o''. Since the notes in the part 
move slowly, the trumpeter might have been able to play 
the part on a natural trumpet in C, but Bach*s specific 
designation rules out the use of the natural instrument. 
The trumpet also plays in the fifth movement, whioh is 
an aria for Basso. Tromba. two oboes, strings, and con- 
tinuo. The trumpet part was written for a natural trum­
pet in Bb, and contains no extra-harmonic notes.
Cantata No. 20, 0 Ewigkeit. du Bonnerwort. con­
tains three movements in which a part for the Tromba da 
tirarai appears. The first movement, which is a chorus 
scored for three oboes, Tromba da tirarsi. strings, con- 
tinuo, and four-part choir, has the Tromba da tirarsi 
in unison with the Soprano on the chorale melody, mainly 
in half notes in Common time. The seventh and eleventh 
movements, whioh are musioally identical, serve as the 
closing chorales of the first and second parts of the 
cantata, respectively, and in both movements the Tromba 
da tirarsi is scored in unison with the Soprano on the 
ohorale melody. The range of the Tromba da tirarsi part 
in each of these three movements is the same: f* to f' *•
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The key of all three movements is P major, and the fre­
quent appearance of f* In the trumpet part would have 
made the use of a slide trumpet mandatory. The trumpet 
also plays in the eighth movement, an aria for Basso. 
Tromba. three oboes, strings, and continuo, and, as in 
the fifth movement of Cantata No. 5, the part is for the 
natural trumpet, this time in C. No extra-harmonic notes 
ocour in the Tromba part in the bass aria, and there 
would have been no difficulty in playing the part on the 
natural trumpet in C.
Cantata No. 77, Du sollst Gott. deinen Herren. 
lieben. has a part for Tromba da tirarai in the first 
movement, whioh is a chorus scored for Tromba da tirarsi. 
strings, oontinuo, and four-part choir, in the key of G 
major with the Mixolydian signature of no sharps or 
flats. The only instrument speoifically named in the 
original score is the Tromba da tirarai. whioh carries 
the chorale melody obbligato. The range of the Tromba 
da tirarsi part ii o' to o'". No instruments are speci­
fied in the final chorale, but it is highly probable that 
the Tromba da tirarsi would also have played in this 
ohorale, playing in unison with the Soprano. Bach scored 
the final chorales of most of his oantatas for all of the 
instruments that had taken part in the cantata. In this 
case, the final ohorale is in D minor, and the Soprano 
part, which would have also been played by the Tromba da 
tirarsi. has a range of d* to d", As in Cantata No. 5
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and Cantata No. 20, Cantata No. 77 also contains a solo 
aria In which the natural trumpet appears as an obbligato 
Instrument. The fifth movement of Cantata No. 77 Is an 
aria for Alto, Tromba. and Continuo, In the key of D 
minor. The Tromba part has a range of g' to o"'f and,
In spite of the occasional appearance of cl'', the part 
would have been playable on the natural trumpet In C.
The of" appears twice as a half note approaohed and left 
by d*', and once as a dotted quarter note approached by 
leap from e *'.
The lowest note required in any Tromba da tirarsi 
part is c', whioh could have been played on a slide 
trumpet in any of the four keys shown in Example 34*
Since eft' does not appear, there is no way to eliminate 
even the key of F as the possible pitch of Bach's Tromba 
da tirarsi. The fact that two of the oantatas in whioh 
the Tromba da tirarsi appears also contain obbligato 
parts for the natural trumpet in C is a strong argument 
in favor of C as the key for the Zugtrompete. It should 
also be remembered that Cantata No. 5» the only other 
eantata in whioh the Tromba da tirarsi appears, also has 
an aria with an obbligato trumpet part for the natural 
trumpet in Bb, which could easily be obtained by crooking 
the C trumpet down a whole step.
The nature of the Corno da tirarsi is less clear 
than that of the Tromba da tirarsi. As stated above, the 
verb tirarai means "to draw out," or, in other words, an
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Instrument capable of being drawn out or lengthened to 
ohange its pitch. Since the horn is, by definition, an 
instrument whose bore is completely conical from mouth­
piece to bell, a slide as a means of changing pitch is 
a physical impossibility. Terry postulates the theory 
that the Como da tirarsi was merely a Zugtrompete with 
a deeper, conical mouthpiece like that of the Como or 
the Como da oaccia. His thesis is supported by Canon 
Galpin, who points out that as long as the rim of the 
mouthpieoe remains the same size, the internal dimensions 
make little diffemce to a brass player. Thus by using 
a funnel-shaped mouthpiece like that of the horn, a 
player could produce a hom-like tone from the Zugtrom­
pete. while the use of a mouthpieoe with a shallower
5cup would produce the more characteristic trumpet tone. 
The problem with Terry's and Galpin's thesis is that, 
although the funnel-shaped mouthpiece would produce a 
tone with fewer high partials present, i.e., a 
mellower tone, and a mouthpiece with a shallow, bowl­
shaped cup would produce a tone with more high partials 
present, i.e., a mors brilliant tone, in both oases the 
basic tone quality of the instrument would still be 
reoognizeable as a trumpet tone and not as a horn tone, 
no matter which mouthpiece was used. So the theory that 
the Tromba da tirarsi and the Como da tirarsi were the
e'Terry, Bach's Orchestra, pp. 35-36.
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same instrument, the Zugtrompete. with different mouth- 
pieceo, leaves something to he desired.
Bach's manner of scoring for the Como da tirarsi 
is different from the style he employed for the Tromba 
da tirarsi. The Como da tirarsi was used in only two 
works, Cantata No. 67, Cantata No. 162. In both 
cantatas the Como da tirarsi takes part in the chorales, 
doubling the Soprano part, whioh is a style common to 
the Tromba da tirarsi as well. However, in both oantatas 
Bach wrote obbligato parts for the Como da tirarsi in 
the first movements in a style completely foreign to the 
Tromba da tirarsi.
Cantata No. 67, Halt im Gedaohtnis Jesum Christ, 
has a part for Como da tirarai in three movements. The 
first movement is scored for Como da tirarsi. Blauto 
traverso, two oboes d'Amore, strings, continuo, and four- 
part choir. The Como da tirarsi is not scored in unison 
with any other part, but has an obbligato part of its 
own. The movement is in the key of A major, and the 
Como da tirarsi is notated as a transposing instrument 
in A, with a key signature of no sharps or flats. The 
range of the part is a to b'', but the only extra­
harmonic notes are d#', £#', and gjP' (which appear in 
the transposed part as ftf', a', and b'). The appears 
only once, as a lower neighbor to g', and a* appears 
seven times, but in each case it is approached and left 
by step. The first movement of Cantata No. 67, then,
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could have "been played without too much difficulty on 
the natural horn In A,
The fourth movement is a four-part ohorale in 
which the Corno da tirarsi is scored in unison with the 
Soprano on the ohorale melody. The range of the Corno 
da tirarsi and Soprano part is f#» to £#*'• The seventh 
movement of the cantata is also a four-part ohorale, and, 
again, the Corno da tirarsi is scored in unison with the 
Soprano on the ohorale melody. The seventh movement is 
in the key of A minor with the usual key signature, and 
the range of the unison Como da tirarsi and Soprano 
part is to e1'. These three movements are the only 
ones in this cantata in which any kind of brass instru­
ment is used. Example 36 shows a portion of the Como 
da tirarsi part from the first movement of Cantata No.
67.
Cantata No. 162, Aoh. ioh sehe. itzt. da ioh zur 
Ho oh ze it gehe. has two movements in whioh the Como da 
tirarsi appears. The first movement, whioh is an aria 
for Basso. Como da tirarsi. strings, and Continuo, is 
in the key of A minor, and the Como da tirarsi part is 
written at sounding pitch, with a range of o' to oflf'1 •
The Como da tirarsi part is obbligato and very florid, 
as can be seen in Example 37. If, as Terry argues, this 
movement were to be played on the slide trumpet, the 
passages whioh include d» and f' in quiokly moving notes 
(see example 37) would be extremely difficult to play.
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Example 36.— J. S. Bach, Cantata No. 67, Halt lm 
Gectttohtnie Jesum Christ. 1st movement (Coro). Como da 
tirarsi (in A) pari. measures 1-12.
On the other hand, the part oould have been played with­
out muoh trouble on the horn in C basso (the written 
range of the part for a horn in C basso would be c" to
The sixth movement of Cantata No. 162 is a four- 
part ohorale, of the type which Baoh normally used to 
olose his cantatas. The Como da tirarsi is scored in 
unison with the Soprano on the chorale melody; the unison 
part has a range of e' to e". The ohorale is in the 
key of A minor.
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Example 37.— J. S. Bach, Cantata No. 162, Achf 
Ich sehe. it at. da ioh zur Hochzeit gehe. 1st movement 
CArle). Oomo da tirarsi pari, measures 1-12.
Cantata No. 162 exists In two versions; the 
original was written at Weimar in 1715, and the revisod 
version was written at Leipzig in 1723.** The Como da 
tirarsi part is the same in both versions, and it is an 
indication that a slide trumpet or horn was available to 
Bach at Weimar.
Ûrban, "Enigma,'' p. 17.
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One cantata exists which has a part for Tromba o 
Como da tirarsi: Cantata No. 46, Schauet dooh und
aehet. ob irgend ein Schmerz sei. In the first movement, 
whioh is scored for two flutes, Tromba o Como da 
tirarsi. two oboes da oaooia. strings, oontinuo, and 
four-part choir, the Tromba o Como da tirarsi doubles 
the Soprano at the unison. The chorus is in D minor, 
and the Tromba o Como da tirarsi part is written at 
sounding pitoh, with a range of e* to a". Example 38 
shows the opening measures of the Tromba o Como da 
tirarsi part.
Example 38.--J. S. Baeh, Cantata No. 46, Sohauct 
dooh raid sehet, ob irgend ein Schmerz sei. 1st movement 
(doro). tfromba 0 dorao da tirarsi part, measures 30-39.
The movement is divided into two sections, the second of 
which has the tempo marking Un poco Allegro; this would 
indicate that the first seotion is to be taken in a slow 
tempo. The nature of the Tromba 0 Como da tirarsi part 
is similar to that found in the Tromba da tirarsi parts
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in that it is fairly slow-moving, whioh would allow the 
player time to adjust the slide between notes.
The third movement of Cantata No. 46 is an aria 
for Basso, Tromba o Como da tirarsi. strings, and 
Continuo. The Tromba o Como da tirarsi part is written 
for an instrument in bI>, transposed correctly a whole 
step above sounding pitch. The aria is in the key of Bb 
major. Only two notes in the entire movement would have, 
required the use of any instrument other than the natural 
trumpet of Bach's time. In measure ninety, after two 
measures of rest, the Tromba o Como da tirarsi enters 
with an f' moving to an a’, Extra-harmonic tones treated 
in this manner would have been extremely difficult, if 
not impossible, on the natural trumpet.
Example 39.— J. S. Baoh, Cantata No. 46, Schauet 
doch und sehet. ob irgend ein Schmerz aei. 3rd movement 
(Aria), Tromba o Corno da tirarsi (in BbV cart, measures 
90-93..
The rest of the movement could have been played on a 
natural trumpet in Bb.
The sixth movement of Cantata No. 46 is a con­
certed chorale in which the Tromba o Corno da tirarsi 
doubles the Soprano at the unison on the chorale melody.
%
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The ohorale Is In the key of D minor with the Phrygian 
signature of two flats, and the range of the Soprano and 
Tromba o Como da tirarsi part is e' to d' *. The part is 
typical of the brass parts that double the Soprano part 
in the final chorales of Bach's oantatas*
The appearance of a part for the trumpet (or 
horn) in the third movement of Cantata No. 46 is inter­
esting, because Bach oalled for the trumpet in bIp only 
three times in all of his cantatas, and each time it is 
used in conjunction with the slide trumpet. The first 
case of the use of the B^ trumpet was in Cantata No. 5y 
the fifth movement, which is an aria for Basso. The 
Tromba da tirarai was oalled for in the first and seventh 
movements of the same oantata. The Bb trumpet also 
appears in the third movement of Cantata No. 90, Es 
reifet euch ein schrecklich Ende. which is also an aria 
for Basso. The last movement of Cantata No. 90 is a 
four-part ohorale with no indication of the instrumen­
tation, but it would be logical to assume that the trum­
pet also played in the final chorale, doubling the So­
prano at the unison. If the trumpet was used in the 
final chorale, then the instrument must have been a 
Zugtrompete. because the range of the Soprano part is d' 
to f'1, in the key of D minor, and the frequent appear­
ance of d' and f' would have made the use of a Zug­
trompete mandatory. The third instance of the use of the 
Bb trumpet is the third movement of Cantata No. 46.
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The faot that parts for the Bb trumpet are found 
in conjunction with parts for the Tromba da tirarai in 
two oases and possibily a third indicates a strong prob­
ability that the same instrument was used to play both 
the Bb trumpet parts and the Tromba da tirarsi parts. 
According to Urban, all of the Tromba da tirarsi and 
Corno da tirarai parts could have been played on a Zug- 
trompete in C;' thus it is quite probable that the Zug­
trompete used by Reiche was in that key. It might have 
been provided with a whole-tone crook, whioh would lower 
it into Bb. In BP the Zugtrompete would not have had 
three positions, but rather only two, whioh still would 
have been sufficient to play the two extra-harmonic 
notes in the third movement of Cantata No. 46. Altenburg 
seems to have regarded the Bk trumpet as an unusual 
instrument, although he mentioned a trumpet specially 
made in that pit oh.® It should be remembered that the 
normal trumpet in use during the Baroque period was 
pitched in D, and that to play in C, the trumpeter would 
use the D trumpet with a whole-tone crook to lower the 
instrument into the key of C. Thus, if the Zugtrompete 
were pitched in C to begin with, only a single whole-
^Urban, ’'Enigma," p. 21
QAltenburg, Versuch. p. 86. "Zu B dur nehme man 
eine be Bonders hierzu verfertigte<#Trompete, wenn man 
nioht einen Krummbogen und Setzstuke, die Zusammen urn 
zwen Tttne emiebrigen, aufsetzen will."
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tone orook would need to be added for the key of Bb.
The Corno da tirarsi presents a different prob­
lem. According to Urban, Bach wrote 1,097 notes for the 
Corno da tirarsi and only 271 notes for the Tromba da 
tirarsi. This, according to Urban, is an indication that 
Bach preferred the horn-like tone produced by using a 
funnel-shaped mouthpiece on the Zugtrompete to the nat­
ural trumpet-like tone of the instrument.^ The totally 
different style of scoring for the Corno da tirarai found 
in the opening movements of Cantata No. 67 and Cantata 
No. 162, in which the Como da tirarsi plays a florid 
obbligato part, is in direct contrast to the straight­
forward chorale melodies that Bach assigned to the Tromba 
da tirarsi. Since the first movements of Cantata No. 67 
and Cantata No. 162 could have been played on the natural 
horn in A and C basso, respectively, Bach might well have 
intended that these movements be played on the natural 
horn, and that the later movements, in whioh the Como 
da tirarsi plays the chorale melody, be played on the 
Tromba da tirarsi. In any event, it is worth noting 
that when Bach called for the Tromba da tirarsi he used 
it in exactly the manner prescribed by Altenburg, but 
that his scoring for the Como da tirarsi in the opening 
movements of Cantata No. 67 and Cantata No. 162 is in a 
considerably different style. It is a strong indication
%rban, "Enigma," p. 21.
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of the use of two different instruments.
The only other ocourrenoe of the term Tromha da
itirarsi other than in the oantatas of J. S. Bach In the
IBaroque period iis in a oantata by Johann Kuhnau (1660-
! »
1722), Bach's predecessor at Leipzig, entitled Gott der 
Vater. Jesus Christus. der heilge Geist wohn una bey.
The cantata is Listed as number twenty-six in the
i
Verzeiohnis of Kuhnau's works published in Volumes fifty- 
eight and fiftyj-nine of Denkmaler deutsoher Tonkunst by
Arnold Schering| (the soore is not included in the vol-
I ■ume). It is soored for Oboe ov. Tromba da tirarsi. two
violins, viola,i oontinuo, and choir.
!IThe slide trumpet also appears in the Missa S. 
Caroli of 1734 jby Georg Reutter D. J. (1708-1772). Two 
olarini in C are used throughout the work, and most of 
the time they h^ve normal natural trumpet parts with no 
extra-harmonic jiotes. But in the "Qui tollis" section 
of the Gloria, the two olarini have parts that could 
only have been played on Zugtrompeten. The movement is 
scored for the xwo olarini. alto and tenor trombones, 
oontinuo, and four-part ohoir. The chromatic and ohordal 
nature of the trumpet parts can be seen in Example 40.
The movement is thirty-five measures long, and the 
olarini play the entire time in eighth notes, with the 
exception of one measure, the final one, which is a whole 
note, and one beat in the sixteenth measure, which is a
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Example 40.— Georg Reutter D. J., Misaa S.
Caroli. "Qui tollis (Adagio)," Olarini in C, measures1-5.
quarter note.
Another possible instanoe of the use of the 
Zugtrompete is the final movement of Buxtehude's can­
tata, Ihr lieben Christen, freut euch nun, discussed 
in Chapter IX. In spite of Smithere* objections, 
the possibility that the Trombette in sordino parts were 
intended for performance on Zugtrompeten must be con­
sidered.
Baoh's style of scoring for the Tromba da tirarsi 
and the example of Zugtrompete parts by Reutter indicate 
that the Zugtrompete was primarily useful when it was not 
required to move with great agility from one slide posi­
tion to another. In 1769 Baoh's suooessor, Johann 
Friedrioh Doles (1715-1797), wrote of a candidate for a 
vacancy in the ranks of the Stadtpfeifer. "He cannot
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manage the concerted Chorale on the Zugtrompete. and has 
to do the best he can on an alto trombone."1^
It Is dear, then, that the main use of the 
Zugtrompete was to double the melodic line In the con­
certed chorales of church cantatas. The playing of 
florid obbligato' parts was evidently not within its 
technique, and the Como da tirarsi parts in the opening 
movements of Cantatas No. 67 and No. 162 indicate the 
use of a totally different instrument than the Zugtrom­
pete. Sach's theory that the term Como da tirarai was 
adopted to avoid the wrath of the guild trumpeters in 
Leipzig^1 is not valid, because Leipzig was a free city, 
and as such, had no noble court. The members of the 
trumpeters' and kettle drummers' guild were associated 
with the court and military, and so in Leipzig, where a 
totally different structure existed for providing wind 
music, i.e., the Stadtpfeifer. there would have been no 
problem with the trumpeters' and kettle drummers' guild.
It is more likely that the term Como da tirarsi was an 
indication to the player, in this case Reiohe, that the 
first movement of the cantata was to be played on the
■^Sobering, "Leipziger Ratmusik," 45. "Mit dem 
concerttrended Choral konnte er auf der Zugtrompete gar 
nicht fortkommen und musste er auf der Altposaune 
versuchen, so gut es gehen wollte." Translated in Terry, 
Bach's Orchestra, p. 36.
■^Curt Saohs, The History of Musical Instruments 
(New York; W. W. Norton & Company, 1^4d), p. 3&5. """"
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natural horn, and the ohorales were to be played on the 
Zugtrompete.
CONCLUSIONS
Instead of the ninety movements from forty-eight 
separate cantatas listed by Terry as including a part 
for the Zugtrompete. it was found that only thirty-one 
movements from sixteen oantatas actually include a trum­
pet or horn part that would have required the use of the 
Zugtrompete (with the addition of two movements from 
Cantata No. 147, which are possible, but not probable, 
on the natural trumpet). Of those thirty-one movements, 
three, the sixth movement of Cantata No. 24, the first 
movement of Cantata No. 67, and the first movement of 
Cantata No. 162, were quite possibly written for the 
natural horn, and not for the slide trumpet. All of the 
other cantata movements listed by Terry would have been 
playable on the natural trumpet or horn of Baoh's time. 
Two cantata movements not listed by Terry were also 
found which might have included a part for the Zugtrom­
pete: the sixth movement of Cantata No. 77, and the
seventh movement of Cantata No. 110. Table 7, page 133, 
lists all of the cantata movements which would have re­
quired the use of a Zugtrompete in performance of the 
trumpet or horn part.




OANTATA MOVEMENTS IN WHICH THE ZUGTROMPETE 






5 1 P major g'-f»• Tromba da t.
7 P major gt.f.i Tromba da t.
10 1 G minor o'-f*' Tromba
5 D minor d»-c* * Tromba
7 G minor g'-f'' Tromba
20 1, P major ft.f». Tromba da t.7 P major f._f.. Tromba da t.11 P major f»-f•* Tromba da t.
24 3 G minor (D)1 d'-bb•• Clarlnop6 P major f-eb»• Clarino
46 1 D, minor e'—a*' Tromba o
3 BP major bb-bb'' Como da6 D minor e*-d'' tirarsi
48 3 Bb major f'-d1' Tromba
7 G minor d*-d'• Tromba
67 1 A major a-b'» Como da t.^
4 P| minor (D) fl'-fjf" Como da t.
7 A major gi Como da t.
70 7 G major d'-e'' Tromba11 C major o'-d*' Tromba
74 8 A minor g'-e'• Tromba I
76 7 A minor c»-e'' Tromba
14 A minor c*-e'• Tromba
1Capital letters in parentheses Indicate a modal 
signature, i.e., D= Dorian, P= Phrygian, and M= Mixo- 
lydian.
2Possibly for Corno in P.








77 1 G major (M) o'-c'11 Tromba da t.6 D minor d'-d»» Tromba da t.
103 6 B minor f#' -e • • Tromba
110 7 D major b'-f •• Tromba I .
126 6 A minor g'-g’' Tromba
162 1 A minor o«-c " Como da t/
6 A minor e1 —e*1 Como da t.
167 5 • G major d'-d*» Clarino
able on a slide trumpet in C. If the three movements 
discussed above, which may have been intended for the 
natural horn, are removed from the list, the range of 
the Zugtrompete is found to have been from b̂  to o'' *. 
With the single exception of the three movements of 
Cantata No. 67, which are scored for Como da tirarsi. 
Bach did not soore a part for the Zugtrompete in a key 
with more than two sharps or flats in the key signature. 
Two movements were written in b!> major, one in D major, 
and one in B minor. The fact that the majority of the 
cantata movements which include a part for the Zugtrom­
pete are in keys closely related to C major, i.e., 
differing from it in key signature by no more than one
^Possibly for Como in C basso.
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sharp or flat, is a strong indication that the Zugtrompete 
in Bach's orchestra was pitohed in the key of C. The 
appearance of arias in which the trumpet appears ob­
bligato, in conjunction with other movements for the 
Tromba da tirarsi or the Zugtrompete is a further in­
dication that C was the key of the slide trumpet, because 
it would have been an easy matter to crook a C trumpet 
down a whole step to bI>.
There is need for further research on the problem 
of the use of extra-harmonic tones on the trumpet and 
horn of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which 
would bear on the question of the extent of the employ­
ment of the Zugtrompete in the Baroque period. The 
ever-increasing number of seventeenth- and eighteenth- 
century works that are available in modem editions or 
facsimile editions will make this task easier.
Much has been written about the history and 
development of the trumpet, but until recently most of 
the research was done by musicologists who were not 
brass players themselves, and, therefore, did not under­
stand the problems and possibilities of the brass 
instruments. A new generation of brass players who 
realize the importance of musicologioal research to 
their field, headed by such men who combine performance 
with research as Edward Tarr and Don L. Smithers, will 
have a profound effect both on musicology and on per­
formance practice. Historical research and performance
technique should go hand in hand so that the composer's 
directions oan he fulfilled in the manner he intended.
A musical soore is, after all, only the blueprint for the 
reconstruction of a composition. It is to be hoped that 
the current wave of interest in the history of the trum­
pet by trumpet players will result in more authentic 
performances of musio from the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, inoluding music for the Tromba da tirarsi.
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